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Abstract
In today's world, computer application platforms are becoming increasingly important in
providing positive application end-user and developer experiences. While there are many
successful application platforms available, none are perfect or ideal. In this thesis, I describe
the architecture, design and implementation of a new application platform I have developed
called Web Machines which attempts to achieve exactly this goal: to be the ideal platform
for application construction and execution.
In order to better define an ideal application platform, I develop a set of 20 different spe-
cific goal criteria for platform end-user experience, developer experience, and administrator
experience, and analyze how five different currently successful application platforms achieve
those goals. These goals and platform analyses help motivate the architecture and design of
Web Machines. The end result is a hybrid remote server/local client application platform
that supports construction and execution of applications called Machines. Machine backend
logic can be executed either remotely on registered Machine servers, or locally on a user's
own computer, and Machine frontend interfaces are rendered and used in a rich, desktop-like
MDI web application called the Web Machines environment. Web Machines also provides
several different powerful methods for constructing Machines, including both traditional pro-
gramming code-based approaches, and novel, totally visual approaches which center around
drawing applications together as graphs of other applications and components.
This design, in addition to meeting almost all of the defined ideal application platform
goals, makes significant novel and innovative contributions to the application platform field
with some exciting new platform concepts: the ability to visually compose and program to-
gether arbitrary user-generated applications, components, and other compositions; implicit,
high-level parallelization of composed application components, each of which may be running
remotely at different locations across the internet; support for both remote and local appli-
cation execution; semantic definition and understanding of application inputs and outputs;
and the ability to drive one application's control input ("clicks and keypresses") with the
data output of another.
Thesis Supervisor: David L. Brock
Title: Principal Research Scientist, Laboratory for Manufacturing and Productivity
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the modern world, computing is ubiquitous. Computer applications power the infrastruc-
ture of our government, our industry, and our academics. They are used by professionals
throughout these arenas for personnel administration, data analysis, inter-personal com-
munication, record keeping and storage, modelling and simulation, report generation, and
countless other tasks. More and more, computer applications are also being run by everyday
people in their everyday lives, for everything from e-mail to digital photos, social networking
to gaming.
With this huge dependence on and drive for computer applications for both technical
and non-technical purposes comes a need for more advanced platforms on which to run
those applications. Non-technical users need more user-friendly application and platform
interfaces, desire simple ways to manage their existing applications and to find new ones,
and appreciate rich and aesthetically pleasing graphical design. Technical users need powerful
and efficient tools, often to solve specific, niche problems, and need to be able to operate on
many different computer platforms and types of data.
Similarly, as application use becomes more and more prevalent, the platform for appli-
cation construction becomes increasingly important as well. Skilled developers want to be
able to construct new applications as quickly and as easily as possible, and an ever-growing
number of non- or semi-programmer developers want to try and express their conceptual
ideas and designs as computer applications.
In order to meet these needs, the platforms for constructing and executing applications
have been steadily improving. For example, the operating system, which is effectively the
most general application platform available, has undergone significant changes in the last
20 years. Command line interfaces have given way to increasingly complex Multiple Docu-
ment Interface (MDI) window systems, application installation and management has become
largely automated, and programming IDEs like eclipse or Microsoft Visual Studio allow for in-
creasingly rapid application development [15] [36]. Totally new platforms have also emerged.
With the advent of the internet, for example, the internet browser has effectively become
an application platform unto itself, with different websites as applications, and application
management handled via bookmarks, browser histories, and toolbars. Many more appli-
cation platforms have also emerged for specific niche application areas, such as web feed
manipulation "mashup" platforms like Yahoo Pipes or Microsoft PopFly [57] [35].
1.1 Overall Goal and Thesis Overview
Despite these significant application platform developments, there is still a need for platform
improvement. In this thesis, I address this need by describing the architecture, design,
and implementation of a wholly new application platform I have developed called "Web
Machines". Web Machines attempts to integrate all of the best-practice ideas from currently
successful application platforms, and then improve on them in novel and exciting ways. In
essence, the goal of Web Machines is to be the ideal platform for application construction
and execution.
Obviously, this is a very ambitious, and abstract, goal. In order to better define the ideal
application platform, the rest of this chapter lays out a set of specific goal criteria that the
ideal application platform should strive to meet. Chapter 2 then analyzes how five of the
most successful current application platforms achieve these goals (or don't), and distills this
analysis down into a set of ideal platform concepts for inclusion into the architecture and
design of Web Machines. Chapters 3 through 9 then discuss in detail how Web Machines
incorporates each of these concepts. Chapter 3 discusses the foundational M Language
and Extended M Query Language technologies, Chapter 4 discusses the basic Web Machines
architecture and user interface, and Chapter 5 discusses Web Machines application definition
and execution. Chapter 6 then discusses the Web Machines compositional system, Chapter 7
discusses the Web Machines application GUI framework, Chapter 8 discusses the leveraging
of non-Web Machines functionality and data inside the Web Machines platform, and Chapter
9 discusses Web Machines platform administration. Chapter 10 then evaluates Web Machines
as described against the original goal criteria defined in this chapter, and Chapter 11 discusses
future work to improve on any shortcomings observed in evaluation. Chapter 12 concludes
the thesis.
1.2 User Goals
There are many goal criteria possible in defining the ideal application platform. In general,
however, they can be divided into three main categories: user goals, developer goals, and
administrator goals. User goals relate to the application end-user's experience interacting
with the platform and the applications in it, and examples would include easy application
installation or high performance application execution. Developer goals relate to the appli-
cation developer's experience constructing applications for the end-user, and examples would
include easy application publication or visual GUI definition. Finally, administrator goals
relate to the people administrating the application platform, if there are any, and examples
would include easy application platform installation or the ability to run the application
platform on a private intranet.
Given these categories, the user goals I define for the ideal application platform are below.
Throughout the discussion, the term application platform instance refers to the instance of a
platform associated with a particular user. For most modern platforms, this corresponds to
the platform state after a user has logged in, but for non-login platforms (for example, some
old operating systems), this corresponds to a single application platform instance running
on an individual physical system that a user owns (for example, a non-login OS sitting on a
user's personal computer).
* personalized application platform instance: A user's application platform instance is
personalized to the user based on the user's preferences, settings, or history. For
example, only applications that the user has installed or bookmarked are present, or
the user's personalized display settings are loaded.
* easy application management: Users can simply and easily browse, search, or execute
all of the installed applications on their platform instance.
* easy application discovery: Users can easily discover new applications to install on
their platform instance. This includes both finding applications that fulfill a specific
purpose, and browsing available applications for many purposes.
* universal application discovery: Users are able to universally discover all applications
created for their platform.
* easy application installation: After discovering a new application, users can simply
install it onto their application platform instance for later use.
* easy application versioning: Users can easily select a particular version of an applica-
tion to install or execute, if desired, or version information can be entirely ignored for
the majority of use cases.
* rich GUI experience: Applications running on the platform can be highly interactive
with standard idioms like menus, toolbars, tooltips, resizing, and scrolling, as well
as with customized user interaction. Applications can involve arbitrary graphics and
design.
* appealing UI: The application platform is aesthetically pleasing to the user.
* high performance applications: Applications on the platform execute with high per-
formance. Computationally intensive tasks necessarily still have long execution times,
but the platform itself does not inhibit application performance.
* seamless update process: The update process for the application platform is as trans-
parent to the user as possible.
1.3 Developer Goals
The developer goals I define for the ideal application platform are listed below. During the
discussion, I use the terms semi-programmer and non-programmer. A semi-programmer is a
technical person who is acquainted with programming, and has maybe written some simple
code in a supporting role (e.g., a physicist writing simple MATLAB analysis), but is not a
serious programmer with significant experience. A non-programmer is a technical person (or
even just a curious non-technical person), who has strong analytical thinking skills, but who
has never programmed before at all.
* general development by skilled programmers: Skilled programmers are able to develop
any arbitrary functionality to be executed by the end-user, constrained only be the end-
user's physical computer system (e.g., it is not possible to write an application that will
operate 200 processes in true parallel on a 4-core machine, or that uses instructions
not available to the computer's processors). This includes both backend logic and
application interfaces, graphical or otherwise.
* rapid development by skilled programmers: Skilled programmers can develop applica-
tions as rapidly as possible.
* effective construction by non- and semi-programmers: Semi-programmers and non-
programmers are able to construct simple to moderately complex applications that
express their logical ideas and conceptual designs.
* leveraging of existing functionality and data: It is extremely easy to leverage existing
functionality and data, both from within the application platform itself, and from other
application platforms.
* simple application publication: Once an application is developed, it is simple to publish
it and make it available to end-users.
* extensibility: The application platform and the applications in it are as extensible and
modifiable as possible, if permitted by the application authors.
* monetizable applications: Applications are monetizable.
1.4 Administrator Goals
Realistically, the goal for the ideal application platform should be that it needs no adminis-
trators whatsoever. Assuming this is not the case, however, I define the administrator goals
for the ideal application platform as follows.
* easy platform installation: It is easy to install the application platform on an end-user's
system (computer, browser, etc.).
* ability to run platform on private intranet: The application platform can be run com-
pletely on a private intranet with no public internet access for performance, privacy,
or security reasons.
* ability to scale performance of platform: The application platform can be scaled to
larger numbers of users.
1.5 Contributions and Significance
The novelty and innovation of Web Machines as it achieves these application platform goals
is both significant and exciting for a number of different reasons.
First, Web Machines synthesizes best-practice ideas and concepts from diverse successful
application platforms, none of which individually contains all of the concepts utilized. This
includes sets of concepts like:
1. instantaneous, one-click application installation of any application ever created for the
Web Machines platform and no requirement for application developers to explicitly
host their applications on their own web servers or wrap them in standard installation
packages
2. the ability to define applications with completely arbitrary program code and the
ability to define applications visually as graphs of application components and other
pre-existing applications
3. the ability to define custom GUIs via specification (similar to HTML) or as part of a
visual editor and automatic default GUI generation for all applications
4. distribution of Web Machines as a web application over the internet and the support
of a rich, MDI desktop-like interface for application management and execution
5. the ability for users to run applications on remote public servers on the internet and
the ability for users to run applications on private servers on an organization private
intranet and the ability for users to run applications completely locally on their own
computers without any network access at all.
Web Machines' second major exciting innovatative contribution is that it features several
entirely novel application platform concepts:
1. generalized visual composition: Web Machines allows developers to create applications
visually by arranging application components into graphs with components as graph
nodes and output-to-input relationships as edges. While this has been done before
both with libraries of standard components [57] and custom-coded user components
[35], Web Machines allows "generalized" visual composition: any existing application
or component, created by any user, anywhere, can be used as a component in an
application composition. This includes applications that have been custom-coded, ap-
plications that have been built using visual tools, and applications that have themselves
been defined using graph composition.
2. visual programming: Web Machines further extends the notion of visual composition
by allowing users to not only specify output-to-input relationships between application
components, but also to incorporate the general programming concepts of selection
(if/else), iteration (loops), and side-effects (mutating non-local state) directly and vi-
sually into their application graphs.
3. implicit parallelization: Web Machines automatically and implicitly parallelizes all ap-
plications created as composition graphs. The different application components (nodes)
run completely in parallel, constrained only by the serial output-to-input dependencies
defined by graph edges.
4. automatic remote invocation: Web Machine applications can be executed on different
remote servers across the internet, and composition graphs automatically use remote
invocation when necessary. Web Machine applications also often invoke other remote
web services or remote data sources. In conjunction with the implicit parallelization
described above, users can simply draw together different Web Machine applications
and components into a composition graph, and then the generated application will
automatically execute in parallel across multiple remote servers over the internet.
5. remote and local execution: Web Machines applications can be executed by users as-
is either as remote applications running on internet servers, or completely locally on
users' own machines.
Additionally, many of the application platform concepts incorporated into Web Machines
make use of exciting new ideas, and have unforeseen novel and exciting ramifications:
1. semantic definition and understanding of application inputs and outputs: The inputs
and outputs of Web Machines applications are defined in semantically absolute terms.
For example, an input could be specified as an "account balance" or a "type of security
classification". This aids in application understanding , application classification, and
application input data verification. A Web Machines application can actually verify
that incoming data meets its semantic input specifications, for example, identifying if
an incoming integer value is an account balance value versus a daily temperature value.
2. implicit value passing via semantic communication: Using this semantic understanding
of application inputs and outputs, Web Machines allows values to be passed between
application components in application composition graphs implicitly. An application's
output values are not each connected explicitly to another applications input values.
Instead, a parent application is just connected to child application with a single edge,
and values are passed implicitly based on a semantic understanding of the values pro-
duced by the parent and consumed by the child.
3. data-driven control input: In traditional application platforms, applications have two
types of inputs: data-path inputs and control-path inputs. Data-path inputs are read
by an application from files or databases, and control path inputs are generated by
users from application interaction (mouse clicks, key presses, etc.). In Web Machines,
this control path input can either be generated via user interaction with application
interfaces, or it can be provided along with data-path input as incoming data. This
incoming data can be produced in many different ways, including being produced as
the output data of other Web Machines applications. This means one application can
"drive" another application with the same power and expressiveness as a human user.
All of these novel or innovative aspects of Web Machines are discussed in detail through-
out the chapters of this thesis, and are explicitly recognized as novel or innovative dur-
ing those discussions. Finally, Web Machines also makes a significant contribution to the
practical aspect of the application platform field by providing a fully-functional prototype
implementation of the entire design with extensive technical documentation.
Chapter 2
Analysis of Competing Platforms
Given the ideal application platform goals defined in Chapter 1, it is now possible to analyze
how successful existing application platforms achieve those goals. This process serves two
important purposes. The first is to identify the "winning" concepts that are used in suc-
cessful platforms to achieve their success, and that should therefore be included in an ideal
application platform like Web Machines. The second is to identify areas of improvement or
missing concepts not present in any platforms that could further improve Web Machines'
performance.
In order to perform this analysis, I first need to choose the set of successful application
platforms to investigate. Based on the reasoning presented below, I choose the following five
platforms:
1. Traditional Operating System - Microsoft Windows XP: Windows XP represents the
canonical "traditional operating system" application platform [55]. Actual program
executables and scripts correspond to applications. With 85-90% operating system
market share, Windows is one of the most successful application platforms available
[33] [52].
2. Managed Operating System - Ubuntu 7+: The Ubuntu operating system represents a
"managed operating system": application discovery, installation, removal, and update
are done via package managers, and application and kernel version dependency reso-
lution is automated [49]. Again, program executables and scripts are the platform's
applications. Linux systems are the most widespread example of managed operating
systems, and an informal survey run by DesktopLinux.com has found that Ubuntu is
now the single most popular Linux distribution available [1].
3. Internet Browser - Mozilla Firefox: Firefox represents a powerful internet browser
that includes an extensible plugin system [21]. Individual web sites correspond to
applications in the platform. With near-ubiquitous internet browser usage on personal
desktops, laptops, and mobiles of all brands and technologies, the internet browser
is an extremely successful application platform. The Firefox browser in particular,
while only holding a 20-30% browser market share, is the most popular browser that is
currently showing increases in market share over 2008, and is the only browser with a
powerful extension/plug-in system and significant extension development community
[33] [52].
4. Facebook.com: Facebook.com, while primarily a social networking site, has also newly
become an explicit application platform with significant features, documentation, and
communities devoted to application development [18]. The platform allows 3rd-party
web development applications to be featured both as stand-alone application "boxes"
and as integrated components in the Facebook social networking environment. The
Facebook platform also gives developers access to the extensive Facebook social net-
working databases. Since the Platform debut in May 2007, Facebook has already
attracted more than 660,000 developers and more than 52,000 applications (with 140
new applications being added every day). Considering that more than 95% of the
140 million+ Facebook members have used at least one Facebook application built on
the Facebook platform, Facebook.com is a very successful up-and-coming application
platform [19].
5. Yahoo Pipes: Yahoo Pipes is a special purpose Web feed and XML processing "mash-
up" application platform focused on visual composition, visual programming, and au-
tomated application GUI generation [57]. Entities called pipes represent individual
applications in the Pipes platform. Yahoo Pipes, while not nearly as popular as the
other application platforms chosen for analysis, is one of the first of a rapidly growing
family of visual "mash-up" editors that includes Microsoft Popfly and Google Mashup
Editor [35] [28]. Yahoo Pipes has been touted by members of the community as "a mile-
stone in the history of the Internet", and has been included as a successful application
platform partially for its innovation [41].
For each goal criteria listed in Chapter 1, I now analyze the solutions that each application
platform uses to achieve that goal. I then distill the solution set across platforms into
important concepts for inclusion into Web Machines. Finally, I present an aggregated view
of these important concepts across all goal criteria in the final section of the chapter. I
assume the reader is moderately familiar with each of the investigated application platforms.
A discussion of the details of each is omitted for the sake of brevity.
2.1 User Goals Analysis
2.1.1 Personalized Application Platform Instance
Windows features an extremely personalizable application platform instance. Different appli-
cations can be installed or removed, applications can be arbitrarily organized in customizable
menus (start menu, taskbar applications, etc.), running applications can be arbitrarily ar-
ranged on the screen, the desktop can feature different application shortcuts, the OS wallpa-
per, icons, and screensaver can be customized, the OS can have a custom startup configured,
the OS shell can be extended, and in general, any customization can be added in application
space via custom executable code.
Ubuntu contains analogues to all of these features, and additionally has an open-source
kernel, so even the platform itself could conceivably be personalized to the user.
Firefox features a slightly smaller set of personalization opportunities, namely the pres-
ence or absence of "installed" (bookmarked) applications, arbitrary organization of those
applications via bookmark menus, application shortcuts in the bookmarks toolbar, and ex-
tensions to the application platform itself via Firefox plugins. Using multiple tabs per
browser can also be viewed as a limited way to visually arrange multiple running applica-
tions.
Facebook.com features only the presence or absence of "added" applications and the
visual arrangement of application boxes in an on-screen grid. Yahoo Pipes features only the
presence or absence of "favorited" pipes.
In summary, almost all application platforms feature presence/absence of installed ap-
plications, hierarchical organization of installed applications, installed application shortcuts,
and visual arrangement of running applications. Other solutions for personalizing platform
instances include platform visuals customization (e.g., desktop background or mouse cur-
sor icons) and platform operations customization (e.g., custom startup, shell extensions, or
kernel modification). Platform operations customization was deemed out of scope for this
thesis, and so is not discussed again.
2.1.2 Easy Application Management
Both the Start menu and the file system itself in Windows (accessed either via Explorer or
the command-line) can be viewed as customizable, hierarchical menu systems. Windows also
features flat shortcut systems via desktop shortcuts and taskbar shortcuts, and a historical
shortcut system via the portion of the Start menu that displays shortcuts for a user's most-
used applications. While all of these different management tools allow for very complex
application management, I subjectively deem the system overly complex for the average
user, especially if certain applications don't install shortcuts or Start menu entries, or if
users unwittingly customize their shortcuts or Start menus, and are then unable to find
certain installed applications (the menu and shortcut systems are not necessarily complete,
and many users are uncomfortable with direct file system interaction). Instead, there should
be at least one complete menu system for all applications installed on the platform instance.
Ubuntu has analogues to all of these concepts, featuring all the same strengths and
weaknesses.
Firefox has a very simple application management scheme. All installed applications
are available via the user's bookmarks folder, which can be visually organized into different
hierarchies, and application shortcuts can be added to the bookmarks toolbar. Firefox also
features a browsing history, which is a historical shortcut system.
Facebook.com and Yahoo Pipes both feature only flat lists of installed applications. Face-
book also integrates some applications directly into their social networking platform, and
displays all other currently installed applications running at once in a single grid on-screen. I
subjectively deem the "all on-screen at once" system as limiting application complexity (to a
small box), and displaying too much information to the user at once. Yahoo Pipes also allows
the user to directly run applications off of the Pipes repository without installing/favoriting
them.
The two most effective solutions for achieving application management are therefore hav-
ing a single, complete, customizable, hierarchical application menu of all user applications,
and having application shortcuts for commonly used applications. Having historical applica-
tion shortcuts based on either recent or popular application use can additionally help manage
a user's applications.
2.1.3 Easy Application Discovery
Windows has no cohesive application discovery mechanism. Applications must be searched
for online or purchased retail, and users must resolve which applications are correct for their
platform.
Ubuntu has a simple application discovery interface based on centralized application
repositories. Users can search and browse among registered Ubuntu repositories for applica-
tions, and can add newly registered repositories to their unioned search/browse lists. There
is therefore a separate repository discovery process, but the majority of popular applications
are housed on only a handful of well-known repositories.
For Firefox, the web itself is a form of central application repository, with web search
acting as application discovery. There is not a significant ability to "browse" the general
Internet, but several organizations have started attaching metadata to sites via tags or user
ratings (e.g., digg or delicious [14] [13]).
Facebook and Yahoo Pipes both feature simple application discovery via a single central-
ized directory of available applications that is both search-able and browse-able. Individual
application entries store rich metadata (descriptions, ratings, categories, etc.) to aid in user
selection.
The winning concept throughout these platforms is having a single application directory
of all available applications, that is both search-able and browse-able, and that features rich
metadata about available applications.
2.1.4 Universal Application Discovery
Windows does not feature universal application discovery, though there are many informal
mediums through which users can find out about available applications. Ubuntu achieves
universal application discovery via its repository system as long as users are aware of all
available application repositories. Browser's achieve universal application discovery by the
sheer fact that the internet is public. Facebook and Yahoo Pipes both achieve universal ap-
plication discovery because they feature single application directories. The winning concept
for universal application discovery is therefore again having a single application directory, or
having a small set of application repositories, the union of which is universal.
2.1.5 Easy Application Installation
Windows and Ubuntu both feature standard install packaging for applications meant to
make installing on the operating systems a simple, consistent process, once an application
is discovered. Ubuntu does this fairly successfully, with very little user interaction, while
Windows applications often involve larger amounts of user interaction to install.
Firefox, Facebook, and Yahoo Pipes all feature instantaneous "installation by associa-
tion" systems, where applications are stored remotely, but are somehow associated with the
user during installation. Firefox associates a link to the application with the user's browser
software via bookmarks, while Facebook and Yahoo Pipes associate the added or favorited
application with the user's platform account in the platform infrastructure.
The winning concept for easy application installation is therefore installation by associa-
tion. This is only possible if applications are stored remotely and transferred to the platform
for execution at run-time, or applications are stored and executed remotely.
2.1.6 Easy Application Versioning
Windows does allow the user to manually select the version of an application to install,
but only aids the user in version upgrade. If an older version of an application is desired,
usually the current version must be uninstalled, the old version installer must be found, and
then the old version installer must be executed. Windows has no notion of resolving ver-
sion dependencies between applications; this is instead a custom repsonsibility of individual
applications (e.g., an application checking to see if a certain version of DirectX is installed).
Ubuntu has an extremely easy-to-use versioning system. Users can simply install or
update to specific versions of an application package via the "apt" package manager, and if
that version information is omitted, the latest version is assumed by default. Application
dependencies are resolved completely automatically. Each application lists the applications
that it depends on and their versions, and Ubuntu verifies if those versions are installed. If
not, Ubuntu installs the correctly versioned applications for the user after a single yes/no
prompt.
Firefox, Facebook, and Yahoo Pipes have no notion of versioning whatsoever. Changes
to websites, Facebook apps, or Pipes take place without communication to the user. This
means that the user cannot select a specific application version to execute, and that any
dependencies on specific versions can be broken without warning.
The winning concepts in application versioning are therefore optional explicit version
installation and explicitly versioned dependencies. Both of these concepts require a complete
version history of all applications.
2.1.7 Rich GUI Experience
Windows and Ubuntu both feature fully rich GUI experiences, in that a developer can pro-
gram any arbitrary graphics, design, or user interaction into their application GUIs. This
is a huge range of potential interfaces considering the different techonologies available, from
custom native code on up to visual GUI programming frameworks like Windows Presenta-
tion Foundation or Java Swing [54] [17]. Firefox and Facebook also have fairly rich GUI
experiences, based on general programming in web development technologies like HTML,
Javascript, and Flash.
Yahoo Pipes takes a very different approach to application interfaces. Instead of having
a developer explicitly define a GUI via program code or a GUI specification system, Pipes
automatically generates the user interface for each pipe application based on the input data
the pipe requires and the output data it generates. For example, Pipes generates map inter-
faces for geographic output data, album interfaces for photo output data, and list interfaces
for RSS output data [4]. While this is a very powerful concept from the perspective of rapid
development (discussed later), it is not a truly rich GUI experience. It highly constrains the
interfaces available to the user for dealing with different kinds of data.
Clearly, the most important concept for achieving a rich GUI experience is to have general
GUI programming.
2.1.8 Appealing UI
Having an appealing platform UI is an extremely difficult and subjective goal to analyze
without significant user feedback and study. As such, I leave the goal as is, with the winning
solution being to have an appealing UI.
2.1.9 High Performance Applications
Windows and Ubuntu both allow applications to be created with arbitrary programming
language technologies, including high performance languages like compiled native or assembly
code. Windows and Ubuntu also provide low-level parallelization technologies (locks, events,
etc.) that allow applications to take advantage of multiple threads or multiple processors.
Also, because all applications are running locally, other users' applications can't disrupt
execution on the original user's platform instance.
Firefox and Facebook both allow applications to be created with arbitrary web program-
ming language technologies, but these in general tend to be based on slower, interpreted
scripting languages. Internet applications also by necessity require at least one network
latency to arrive on the user's local computer (and usually require more latencies as the
application executes in order to interact with remote data and services). Most internet ap-
plications also execute remotely on web servers. This can improve performance, because
servers can be very high-performance machines, and can focus solely on application execu-
tion (no e-mail client running in the background, etc.), but can also degrade performance
when many users are running applications on the server simultaneously. The other benefit
of remote application execution from the user's perpective is that it frees up the user's local
resources for other tasks, especially if the user's local resources are small (e.g., on a mobile
phone).
Yahoo Pipes is operating on proprietary web technologies, so it is impossible to analyze
the platform's performance aspects.
In summary, there are a number of important concepts used to achieve high performance
applications: allowing creation of applications built with fast technology, low-level application
parallelization, local application execution, and remote application execution. These last
two concepts are seemingly at odds, but depend entirely on the environment and desire
of the user. Therefore, I combine them into a novel winning concept of support local and
remote application execution, and let the user decide on the appropriate execution strategy
themselves.
Finally, I define another novel winning concept for high-performance execution: high-
level, conceptual parallelization. Constructing programs that effectively use low-level par-
allelization schemes can be very difficult, and often requires significant development time.
The ideal application platform would also allow developers to separate their applications
into different conceptual components and implicitly define the dependencies between those
components so that that they could be automatically executed in parallel if possible. For
example, if a piece of business software analyzes customer data and market data, and then
combines the two sets of results in a report generation process, the user should be able to
very simply divide up the application into a customer analysis component, a market analy-
sis comonent, and a report generation component, and the application platform should be
intelligent enough to realize that the two analyses can be executed in parallel, and then have
their output combined before the report generation stage.
2.1.10 Seamless Update Process
Both Windows and Ubuntu have single-prompt automatic update systems for platform up-
grade, but both can then occupy significant system resources during the update process, and
often require system restarts, which can be highly inconvenient to the user.
Firefox, Facebook, and Yahoo Pipes have automatic, seamless platform updates because
they are based on web technology, the latest version of which is retrieved for the user auto-
matically at platform startup.
The winning concept for seamless platform update is therefore having a web technology-
based application platform.
2.2 Developer Goals Analysis
2.2.1 General Development by Skilled Programmers
Windows and Ubuntu both provide completely general developement of applications, includ-
ing both backend logic and application interfaces, by allowing developers to write arbitrary
code for applications. Firefox and Facebook similarly provide general development of web
technolgy applications by allowing arbitary web technology code. Yahoo Pipes does not
provide general development. It constrains data and logic processing to compositions of a
standard set of logical components, and automatically generates default user interfaces.
The clear winning concept for achieving general development by skilled programmers
is therefore supporting arbitrary backend program code and supporting arbitrary application
interfaces.
2.2.2 Rapid Development by Skilled Programmers
Both Windows and Ubuntu provide a large number of tools for rapid application develop-
ment. Most importantly, they support programmatic application composition, meaning that
one application's program code can make use of other component applications (e.g., invoking
a library method). Both platforms also have huge numbers of pre-existing code libraries for
just such composition. Finally, both platforms also have a number of rich programming
Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), such as eclipse or Microsoft Visual Studio,
with features like automatic code formatting and coloring, refactoring tools, and line-by-line
debuggers, and often include tools for visual GUI definition [15] [36].
Firefox and Facebook's web technology applications also support programmatic com-
position, have large catalogs of libraries, and have rich IDEs. Many web techonologies also
support the notion of GUI specification, in which a GUI is not visually defined, nor coded di-
rectly, but rather specified declaratively, and then rendered by the application platform itself
(e.g., HTML, MXML [3]). Finally, there are also web application frameworks, like Rails or
CakePHP, which attempt to automate many of the menial, universal-across-application tasks
out of application development, allowing developers to focus solely on actual application-
specific construction [44] [7].
Yahoo Pipes provides three completely different and new paradigms for rapid application
development. The first is "visual composition". Yahoo Pipes lets developers create graphs
with standard application components as nodes and output-to-input relationships as edges
(e.g., a "Get Feed" component piped into a "Filter by Keyword" component), and then
run these compositions as applications. Related to this concept is the notion of "visual
configuration", in which a user can copy a Pipe's composition, and then alter constant
parameters within the graph to achieve different execution configurations. Finally, Yahoo
Pipes automatically generates user interfaces for the kind of input and output data that a
particular pipe handles. For example, it generates a map interface for geographic output
data, or a list interface for text item output data.
1:
In summary, there are many important concepts to include in Web Machines that pro-
mote rapid development by skilled developers: programmatic composition, available code
libraries, visual composition, visual configuration, visual GUI definition, GUI specification,
automatic GUI generation, programming IDEs, and frameworks for performing universal-
across-application tasks.
I also include two important, novel concepts in this set that extend the idea of visual
composition. The first is generalized visual composition, in which visual composition is
possible not only with a set of standard application components, but also with arbitrary,
user-generated application components, including other compositions. The second is visual
programming, in which not only simple output-to-input relationships are possible between ap-
plication components, but also the general programming concepts of selection (i.e., "if/else"),
iteration (i.e., "loops"), and side effects (i.e., mutating non-local state). Yahoo Pipes does
have limited support for iteration, but no support for general visual programming as de-
scribed above.
2.2.3 Effective Construction by Non- and Semi-Programmers
As of this writing, I am not aware of any general solutions for application construction
by non- or semi-programmers on either Windows or Ubuntu. There are entirely visual
editors for websites that allow artists and other non-programmers to create simple, non-
interactive applications for Firefox (effectively GUI interfaces with no logic behind them),
but no general application solutions. Because Facebook requires non-negligible technical
knowledge to get a developer's web content onto the platform, Facebook also does not have
significant opportunities for non- or semi-programmers.
Pipes, on the other hand, is largely targeted at semi-programmers through the use of
visual composition and visual configuration. Therefore, the winning concepts for construc-
tion by non- and semi-programmers are visual GUI definition, visual composition, and visual
configuration.
2.2.4 Leveraging of Existing Functionality and Data
The standard approach for leveraging existing functionality within an application platform is
via composition, either programmatic for Windows, Ubuntu, Firefox, or Facbook, or visual
for Yahoo Pipes.
For leveraging functionality from other application platforms, there are a different set
of solutions. Both Windows and Ubuntu often use the idea of "contained application plat-
forms". For example, to run linux applications on Windows, users can install the cygwin
application, which creates a self-contained linux application platform within the Windows
application platform [11]. Similarly, some Windows applications can be run on Ubuntu
by installing the WINE application, which creates a partial Windows application platform
within Ubuntu [56]. In Web technology application platforms like Firefox and Facebook,
applications from other platforms are often "wrapped" in web platform interfaces. For ex-
ample, wrapping a linux library or executable call in a Web Service interface for use in a
browser, or for programmatic composition in other web applications. Yahoo Pipes takes this
one step further by having pre-built wrapper components for many common web techonol-
ogy platform applications. For example, "Fetch Feed" or "Fetch Page" get XML web feeds
or HTML web pages from the internet, respectively, and feed their data into other Pipes
components.
Leveraging pre-existing data from a certain format either requires being able to read data
in that format, or being able to convert that data into a format that can be read. In order to
avoid this problem altogether, many application platforms define "standard languages", such
as RSS or HTML, and other data formats are required to be converted into these standards.
In summary, the winning concepts for leveraging existing functionality and data are com-
position, contained application platforms, easily wrapped applications, and tools for reading
or converting data formats.
2.2.5 Simple Application Publication
The Windows process for application publication is fairly involved. An application has to
be built, packaged into an installer, and then distributed via the internet or retail, and each
successive version goes through a similar process. Ubuntu requires wrapping the application
into a package and then hosting it on a repository. Firefox and Facebook require web content
to be hosted, so a developer must appropriate and maintain a web server, or rent one out
from a hosting company. Pipes has an extremely simple, one-click publication process that
saves the Pipe to a central repository, where it is immediately available to other users. The
obvious winning concept here is one-click application publication.
2.2.6 Extensibility
In terms of application platform extensibility, Ubuntu's open-source kernel is the only truly
extensible platform. Firefox's extension system also allows a limited amount of augmentation
to the Firefox platform. Windows only allows modification to the platform in application
space, for example, shell extensions or application management applications. Facebook and
Pipes do not allow any modification to the platform at all.
In terms of extensibility of actual platform applications, both Windows and Ubuntu
feature open-source applications and documentation (though they also feature non-open
source applications as well). All of the platforms except Pipes also accomplish extensibility
through separation of logic and presentation, allowing developers to use different backend
systems to power a frontend system, or vice versa.
The winning concepts for extensibility are therefore open-source application platform,
open source applications, and separation of logic and presentation.
2.2.7 Monetizable
Windows primarily features purchasing monetization schemes, where users purchase an ap-
plication download or physical application package, and subscription monetization schemes,
where users pay a subscription for continuing use of an application. In both cases, the
monetization system is possible because developers are able to either restrict access to their
application (for purchasing schemes) or disable their application when subscription fees aren't
paid.
Ubuntu primarily does not monetize applications, nor does Yahoo Pipes.
In the browser platform, website applications usually feature one of three monetization
schemes. First, they may have account creation fees, in which users pay to get an account
for using the application. This is effectively purchasing monetization. Second, web applica-
tions can also feature subscription schemes, in which a user's account is only maintained on
continued subscription. In both cases, the monetization is possible because developers can
control access to their applications, usually through user account systems.
The final popular monetization scheme for web applications is to include advertising in
the applications. This is a very different monetization scheme, in which developers get paid
by companies being advertised for the traffic the developers generate for those companies
(with various metrics for "traffic" being used). This final monetization scheme is possible
without any sort of access control or restriction of the applications involved.
In order to successfully monetize applications, developers must be able to support either
a purchasing system, a subscription system, or an advertising system.
2.3 Administrator Goals Analysis
2.3.1 Easy Platform Installation
Both Windows and Ubuntu have straightforward but somewhat lengthy installation pro-
cedures. Firefox has a faster installation procedure. Facebook and Pipes's only installa-
tion procedures are account creation; they are effectively installed as soon as a user navi-
gates to their sites. The winning concept for platform installation is therefore having a web
technology-based application platform.
2.3.2 Ability to Run Platform on Private Intranet
Windows and Ubuntu can both run on a private intranet by default, as they are local to a
particular machine, and have no essential dependence on the internet. Giving the platforms
access to the local intranet is no different that giving them access to the public internet.
Firefox can also be run on a private intranet without any extra administration. Firefox
will not be able to access public internet applications without some administration of intranet
firewealls and/or NATs, but this is exactly the desired behavior for the intranet-only scenario.
Facebook and Pipes cannot operate on a private intranet, as their platform servers all
exist on the public internet. If administrators were able to create intranet-local copies of
those servers, then intranet execution would be possible.
The essential concept for running a platform that communicates with remote servers
to be runnable on a private intranet is therfore the ability to replicate remote servers on
intranet.
2.3.3 Ability to Scale Performance of Platform
Both Windows and Ubuntu have no real notion of scaling their platforms to a large number
of users, as there is one platform instance per computer, and one computer per user. While
this avoids the scaling problem, it does limit the computational power of a platform instance
and its applications to a single computer, as discussed in the analysis of high performance
applications.
For the remotely executing application platforms (Firefox, Facebook, and Yahoo Pipes),
as the number of users increases, the amount of load on the execution servers increases. To
handle this increasing load, all of these platforms utilize the same solution: increase the
number of machines performing execution. Firefox and Facebook do not provide execution
servers themselves, so most applications are hosted on different machines, and even within a
single web application, multiple servers can be used to decrease load. Yahoo Pipes does run
all applications on its own servers, but most likely increases the number of those servers as
the user base expands (this is just a supposition, Yahoo's actual operations are proprietary).
The winning concepts for remotely executing application platforms are therefore allow
different applications on different servers and allow multiple servers per application.
2.4 Winning Concepts
I now present an aggregated set of application platform concepts that should be included in
the Web Machines platform. The set has been organized into larger conceptual categories
that roughly correspond to the chapters of this thesis. Each particular concept also lists the
thesis section in which it is primarily discussed.
Category Concept Section
Platform Architecture
Application Environment
App Definition/Execution
Composition
GUI Framework
Leveraging Existing F & D
Community/Administration
web technology-based application platform
applications are stored and executed remotely
single application directory
installation by association
one-click application publication
support local and remote application execution
optional explicit version installation
explicitly versioned dependencies
complete version history
presence/absence of installed applications
have an appealing UI
visual arrangement of running applications
complete, customizable, hierarchical app menu
application shortcuts
historical application shortcuts
platform visuals customization
supports arbitrary backend program code
available code libraries
programming IDEs
separation of logic and presentation
applications built with fast technology
low-level application parallelization
frameworks for universal app tasks
open source applications
programmatic composition
generalized visual composition
visual configuration
visual programming
high-level, conceptual parallelization
GUI specification
visual GUI definition
automatic GUI generation
general GUI programming
easily wrapped applications
contained application platforms
tools for reading or converting data formats
allow different applications on different servers
allow multiple servers per application
can replicate remote servers on intranet
purchasing, subscription, or advertising system
Table 2.1: Application platform concepts for inclusion in Web Machines.
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
9.4
11.1
11.1
11.1
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
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5.1
5.1
5.1
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5.1
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Chapter 3
M Language and EMQL
Before delving into the architecture and design of the Web Machines platform, it is necessary
to discuss two fundamental technologies that Web Machines relies on heavily. The first is the
M Language, a data language developed by the MIT Data Center [6] [48], and the second is
the Extended M Query Language (EMQL), a novel query language and processing engine I
have developed for use with M data.
3.1 The M Language
The M Language is a semantically rich data language developed by the MIT Data Center,
based on the Princeton WordNet [16]. The language consists of a dictionary of words, a
set of relational ontologies between those words, auxiliary data for each word, and rules for
composing words together into structured XML data.
The foundation of the M Language, the M Language dictionary, is a set of semantically
distinct words corresponding to different unambiguous senses of words in the English lan-
guage. For example the M word "color.1" corresponds to the "appearance or hue of objects"
color, while "color.2" refers to the "ability of an object to represent colors" color (e.g., "color
film"). In general, an M word takes the form of <English root word>.<sense index>, where
the sense index identifies the distinct English sense that the M word corresponds to. Individ-
ual M words, along with important metadata like their English word sense definitions and
example usages, as well as the relational data about to be discussed, can be queried online
via the M Dictionary at http://mlanguage.mit.edu.
On top of this dictionary, the M Language defines a set of pair-wise relationships between
words. Relationships consist of directed relationships like "type of", "part of", "attribute
of", "abbreviation for", "acronym for", "modifier for", and "slang for"; and undirected
relationships like "synonym of", "antonym of", and "alternative spelling for". Together,
these relationships and the pairs of words they connect form a vast graph over the English
language, with word senses as nodes and relationships as edges. A quick definition of the
most common relationships follows:
* word1 is a "type of" word2: wordi is a logical type of word2. For example, "senator"
is a type of "politician".
* word1 is a "part of" word2: word1 is commonly a part of word2. For example, "wheel"
is a part of "bicycle", or "legend" is a part of "map".
* word1 is a "synonym of" word2: word1 is a synonym of word2 in the English language.
For example, "car" is a synonym of "automobile".
* word1 is an "antonym of" word2: word1 is an antonym of word2 in the English
language. For example, "light" is an antonym of "dark".
In addition to word relationships, the M Language also stores important auxiliary in-
formation about every M word. The most important such information are a word's data
formats. As we shall see briefly in the discussion of M data structure, M words are often
used as keys in key/value pairs with arbitrary string values. When a particular M word
commonly has values that conform to a certain prescribed data format, this format can be
defined analytically and stored as part of M. For example, "color.1" colors are often de-
scribed in computing via RGB values. These values usually take the form of (R.R, G.G,
B.B), (RRR, GGG, BBB), or "#RRGGBB", where the first format defines X.X in [0, 1), the
second format defines RRR in [0, 255], and the third format defines RR in [0, FF]. Thus,
"color.l" in the M dictionary has three different data formats associated with it, one for
each format discussed above.
In general, M data formats are defined via a type and a constraint. The type defines
the type of data the format handles ("string", "integer", etc.), and the constraint constrains
that data type's value. All data formats can further be composed into multi-dimensional,
comma-delimited "arrays" of atomic formats. For example, the first two formats described
above are both 3-element, single-dimensional arrays of float or integer type formats with
numeric range constraints. A listing of the atomic data format types and their possible
constraints is available in Appendix A.
The final component of the M Language is the set of rules for structuring M data into
XML: key/value pairs, phrases, and tables. In the general case, M data consists of XML
with tags chosen from the M dictionary. Every single XML node can be thought of as a
key/value pair with the node tag as the key, and the data below the node in the XML tree
(inside the tags) as the value. In some cases, however, a single M word cannot fully describe
the conceptual meaning of the value in the key/value pair. In these cases, M words can
be strung together with underscores to form M word phrases with compound meaning. For
example, "initial.l_account.l_balance.l" could be used as the key for a value that represents
an initial account balance. The final M Language structural element is the table. A table
represents a certain ordering of data into rows and columns (similarly to HTML, etc.). In
M, a table takes on the pattern of repeating sets of key/value pairs, each with identical keys.
For example,
<patient. 1>
<name. 1>John Smith</name. 1>
<telephone_number. > (703)-459-1234</telephonenumber. 1>
</patient. 1>
<patient. 1>
<name. 1>Robert Williams</name. 1>
<telephone_number. 1>(703)-457-1234</telephonenumber.1>
</patient. 1>
3.2 EMQL
While M has a great deal of inherent value as a semantically unique language for things like
data integration and interoperability, the true power of M as it relates to Web Machines is
its ability to be queried via EMQL. The goal of EMQL is to allow users to specify extremely
rich and potentially complex selection queries on M data in a straightforward and intuitive
way. This selection plays an important role in Web Machines interface processing and is
what powers the Web Machines visual composition system.
Conceptually, EMQL is a general pattern-matching language and engine for arbitrary
XML data languages, with special constructs for pattern-matching M. Its design and feature
set are heavily influenced by regular expression pattern matching languages, and contain
many similar concepts [23]. Throughout the following explanation of EMQL, references will
be made to an example data document (the data EMQL matches against), which is listed
fully in Figure 3-1.
3.2.1 EMQL Structure and Basic Matching
Any EMQL query consists of two components: a pattern XML tree and a scope. The query
successfully matches a data document if at least one instance of the pattern tree can be
found inside the data document, taking into account all XML node names and values, and
ignoring all node attributes. The scope of an EMQL query has to do with returned XML
data, which is discussed later. For an example of basic matching, the following query matches
the example data document:
<EMQL. 1_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<number>232</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>30</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</orange.3>
</pattern.5>
<scope. 3>Minimal</scope. 3>
</EMQL.1_query.3>
while the following query does not match
<order>
<order_id>225276</order_id>
<apples>
<type>Gala</type>
<number>400</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>6</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</apples>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<number>232</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>30</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</orange.3>
<plums>
<type>Honey</type>
<number>50</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>1</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</plums>
<shipping_address>
<address>97 Bay State Road</address>
<town>Boston</town>
<state>MA</state>
<zipcode>022125</zipcode>
</shipping_address>
<notes>This food is really, really delicious.</notes>
</order>
Figure 3-1: Reference EMQL data document.
<EMQL.1_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<orange.3>
<ripeness>Valencia</ripeness>
<number>1000000</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>30</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</orange.3>
</pattern.5>
<scope.3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL.1_query.3>
both because of the incorrect "ripeness" node name, and the incorrect "1000000" node
value.
The only complication to this basic matching scheme is that matching is defined as "the
presence of at least one instance of the query pattern, matched from top down." This means
that a partial match is possible if lower children in a data document are omitted in a pattern.
For example, the following query matches the reference data document despite missing an
"expiration_date" element:
<EMQL.1_query.3>
<pattern. 5>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<number>232</number>
</orange.3>
</pattern.5>
<scope.3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL. 1query.3>
3.2.2 EMQL Values
Basic EMQL matching is augmented by the notion of EMQL Values. Any XML node name
or value in an EMQL query pattern is interpreted as an EMQL Value of a certain type
based on the content of the name or value string. The notion of whether or not a particular
pattern EMQL Value equals/matches a node name or value in the data document depends
on the EMQL Value type involved. An EMQL Value can also have attached parameters that
replace this default equality with a set of constraints based on the EMQL Value type (the
constraints are logically AND'd together). These parameters are contained in a bracketed,
comma-delimited list after the main value of the EMQL Value.
Table 3.1 describes the different EMQL Value types, the regular expressions defining
what strings will be interpreted as that type, the type's notion of equality for matching
purposes, and the types of EMQL parameters the Value type accepts.
Value Regular Expression Notion of Equality or Matching Parameter
Type Types
Datetime \d\d\d\d - \d\d - Matches if the data string is a valid C# Comparison
\d\d(\s\d\d : \d\d: representation of the EMQL Value's
\d\d)? main value.
Integer -?\d+ Matches if the data string is an inte- Comparison
ger mathematically equal to the EMQL
main value.
Real -?\d + \.\d+ Matches if the data string is a float Comparison
mathematically equal to the EMQL
main value.
MWord [\w\d_]+?\.[\d]+? Matches if the data string is a valid M MRelation
word equal to the EMQL Value's main
value.
MWordRoot [\w\d_]+? Matches if the data string is a valid M MRelation
word or M word root and is either equal
to to the EMQL Value's main value
or is an M word which has the EMQL
Value's main value as its root.
Wildcard * Matches any data string. None
String All strings that do Matches if the data string equals the None
not match one of the EMQL Value's main value.
above regular expres-
sions
Table 3.1: EMQL Value types.
Table 3.2 describes the different EMQL Value parameters, their types, the regular ex-
pressions defining their format, and their effect on an EMQL Value's notion of equality for
matching purposes.
Type Name
Comparison =
Comparison ! =
Comparison <
Comparison >
Comparison <=
Comparison >=
MRelation MRelation
(relation :
\d+ -)
(+ -))
Effect on Matching/Equality
The data string is only matched if it is mathematically "equal
to" the MQL Value main value
The data string is only matched if it is mathematically "not
equal to" the MQL Value main value.
The data string is only matched if it is mathematically "less
than" the MQL Value main value.
The data string is only matched if it is mathematically "greater
than" the MQL Value main value.
The data string is only matched if it is mathematically "less
than or equal to" the MQL Value main value.
The data string is only matched if it is mathematically "greater
than or equal to" the MQL Value main value.
In the case of an MWord EMQL Value, the data string is only
matched if it satisfies the MRelation triple with respect to the
EMQL Value word. The first parameter specifices the M Lan-
guage relationship type ("type of", "synonym of", etc.), the
second parameter specifies how many transitive relationships are
allowed, and the final parameter specifies the relationship direc-
tion ("-" for "data word" is a "relationship" of "EMQL Value",
and "+" for the opposite). In the case of an MWordRoot EMQL
Value type, the data string is matched if it satisfies the MRela-
tion triple with any of the MWords that have the EMQL Value
main value as their root.
Table 3.2: EMQL Value parameters.
3.2.3 EMQL Value Alternation
EMQL Values with attached parameters can also be unioned together for matching via the
alternation operator '1'. A data string matches or equals a set of unioned EMQL Values if
it matches at least one of the union's constituent EMQL Values. This is almost identical to
the regular expression notion of expression alternation.
3.2.4 Explicit EMQL Value Types
Usually, the interpretation of a string into a particular EMQL Value type is done by regular
expression matching as described above. It is possible, however, to override this interpre-
tation and set a string's Value type explicitly (e.g., forcing "color" to be interpreted as a
String and not an MWordRoot). This is done by including a "type=ValueType;" expression
at the beginning of the EMQL parameter list for the value.
3.2.5 EMQL Values in XML Node Names
Currently, while the official XML specification allows punctuation characters in non-leading
positions of node names, most XML libraries do not support them. In order to circumvent
this issue, there are two alternative schemes for defining an EMQL Value in an XML node
name. The first scheme still defines the EMQL Value main value in the node name, but
places the parameter list in the attribute "mqlParameters". For more complicated EMQL
Value definitions involving alternation or the * EMQL Value, the placeholder node name
"mqlAttributeValue" is used and the entire EMQL Value definition is placed in an "mql-
Value" attribute. For example, the following query matches the reference data document:
<EMQL.l_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<fruit.3 mqlParameters=" [typ:5:-] ">
<type>Madrid I Valencia</type>
<number>1000 [<] </number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>30</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</fruit. 3>
<mqlAttributeValue mqlValue="fruit. 3 [typ: 5:-Il color.l" />
</pattern. 5>
<scope.3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL.1_query.3>
3.2.6 Wildcard Matching
EMQL pattern matching is further extended by the notion of EMQL wildcards. EMQL
wildcards are XML nodes that match corresponding data XML in a special way, and are
meant to provide similar functionality to regular expression wildcards.
The first EMQL wildcard is the "Dot" wildcard. The Dot wildcard is represented as an
XML node with the node name "dot". The Dot wildcard matches any single data XML node,
regardless of node name or value. It is similar to the notion of '.' in regular expressions. For
an example, the following matches the reference data document:
<EMQL.l_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<dot/>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>30</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</orange. 3>
</pattern. 5>
<scope.3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL. _query.3>
The second EMQL wildcard is the "Star" wildcard. The Star wildcard is represented as
an XML node with the node name "star". The Star wildcard matches any section of data
XML that somewhere inside of it matches the contiguous child nodes of the Star wildcard.
A Star wildcard must have at least one child node, and a Star wildcard cannot represent 0
nodes. The Star wildcard is similar to '.*' or '.+' in regular expressions. A Star wildcard
matches the minimum number of data nodes necessary to produce an overall match. For
example, the following query matches the reference data document:
<EMQL.1_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<star>
<type>*</type>
<number>*</number>
</star>
</pattern. 5>
<scope. 3>Minimal</scope. 3>
</EMQL.1_query.3>
The final EMQL wildcard is the "SStar" wildcard. The SStar wildcard ("sibling star")
is represented as an XML node with the node name "sstar". The SStar wildcard matches
any contiguous section of sibling nodes, regardless of node name, value, or presence of child
nodes. An SStar wildcard cannot have child nodes, two SStar wildcards cannot be adjacent
siblings, and an SStar cannot be the root of a pattern. The SStar wildcard complements the
Star wildcard in providing '.*' or '.+'-like regular expression functionality. An SStar wildcard
matches the minimum number of data nodes necessary to produce an overall match. For
example, the following query matches the reference data document:
<EMQL.1_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<orange.3>
<sstar/>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>30</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</orange. 3>
</pattern. 5>
<scope.3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL.l_query.3>
3.2.7 Special Elements
EMQL pattern matching further defines a number of "special" elements that also effect
pattern matching in a non-standard way, and are meant to provide similar functionality to
several regular expression language features.
The first special element is the "Root" element. The Root element is represented by an
XML node with the node name "root", must be the root of a query pattern, and must have
exactly one child node. The Root element specifies that EMQL matching is only successful
if the query pattern (starting at Root's child) matches the data document starting at its root
element. This makes the Root element somewhat similar to the caret character in regular
expressions. More accurately, normal EMQL matching is similar to relative positioning or
access, while matching with the Root element is similar to absolute positioning or access.
For example,
<EMQL.l_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<root>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<number>232</number>
<dot/>
</orange.3>
</root>
</pattern.5>
<scope.3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL.l_query.3>
will not match the exaple data document, even though the data document contains the
pattern starting at Root's child node, because the data document does not contain the
pattern at the root of the data tree.
The second special EMQL element is the "Endchildren" element. The Endchildren ele-
ment is represented by an XML node with the node name "endchildren", and must have no
children or value. It also cannot be the root of a pattern and must be the last child node
of its parent. The Endchildren element specifies that EMQL matching is only successful
if the pattern siblings previous to the Endchildren element fully matched all corresponding
children in the data document. This is in contrast to the normal basic matching semantic
that the pattern nodes must just match (but there can be leftover data children), and makes
the Endchildren node similar to the '$' character in regular expressions. For example,
<EMQL. l_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<number>232</number>
<endchildren/>
</orange. 3>
</pattern.5>
<scope.3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL.1_query.3>
will not match because the data document always contains an "expiration_date" node
after the "number" node.
The final special EMQL element is the "Repeat" element. The Repeat element is repre-
sented by an XML node with the node name "repeat," must have no value, and cannot be
the root of a pattern. The Repeat element specifies that the children of Repeat can match 0
or more times (repeated in order) against corresponding data children. The Repeat element
is similar to the '*' quantifier in regular expressions. A Repeat element repeats its children
the minimum number of times necessary to produce an overall match.
3.2.8 Returned Matching XML Data
The discussion thus far has covered only when a match occurs. It is also important to specify
what the output of pattern matching is. EMQL pattern matching output takes the following
form:
<output. 2>
<EMQL. _query.3>
_copy of the EMQL query that produced output_
</EMQL.l_query.3>
<success.2>_flag for whether match was made or not_</success.2>
<match.2>_matched/captured data XML for the first match_</match.2>
<match.2>_matched/captured data XML for the second match_</match.2>
</output. 2>
In EMQL, the actual content of captured/matched data XML that is returned is depen-
dent on the query scope, which is defined as "Complete", "Subtree", or "Minimal". If the
scope is omitted or not specified, Subtree scope is assumed.
With Complete scope, if the data document contains any successful matches of the query,
then the root node of the document is returned as a single match. For example, if the query
<EMQL.1_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<star>
<type>*</type>
<number>*</number>
</star>
</pattern. 5>
<scope. 3>Minimal</scope.3>
</EMQL.1_query.3>
were matched against the example data document, it would return the following data
<output .2>
<EMQL. _query.3>... </EMQL. 1_query.3>
<success .2></success. 2>
<match.2>
<order>
<order_id>225276</order_id>
</order>
</match.2>
</output. 2>
With Subtree scope, if the data document contains any successful matches of the query,
then for each match, the root of the subtree at which that match begins is returned. For
example, the same example query with Subtree scope would return the data
<output.2>
<EMQL.1_query.3>... </EMQL.1_query.3>
<success.2></success.2>
<match.2>
<apples>
<type>Gala</type>
<number>400</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>6</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</apples>
</match.2>
<match.2>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<number>232</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day>30</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</orange.3>
</match.2>
<match.2>
<plums>
<type>Honey</type>
<number>50</number>
<expiration_date>
<month>10</month>
<day> 1</day>
<year>2007</year>
</expiration_date>
</plums>
</match.2>
</output. 2>
With Minimal scope, if the document contains any successful matches, then for each
match, the root of a subtree consisting only of actual matching nodes is returned. All SStar-
matched nodes are discluded, as well as any unnecessary Star-matched nodes. The example
query with Minimal scope would return
<output.2>
<EMQL. 1_query. 3>... </EMQL.1_query.3>
<success.2></success.2>
<match.2>
<apples>
<type>Gala</type>
<number>400</number>
</apples>
</match.2>
<mat ch.2>
<orange.3>
<type>Valencia</type>
<number>232</number>
</orange. 3>
</match.2>
<mat ch.2>
<plums>
<type>Honey</type>
<number>50</number>
</plums>
</match.2>
</output. 2>
3.2.9 Value Extraction and Replacement
While EMQL is a general XML pattern matching language, it is also an actual pattern
matching engine I have implemented and exposed on the internet via web services. The
EMQL Engine, in addition to performing EMQL matching, also performs "value extraction"
and "value replacement" during the pattern-matching process.
When the EMQL Engine is performing pattern matching, the user can specify certain
node values in the EMQL query pattern for value extraction by annotating the node with
an "mqlExtractionValue='extractionKey"' node attribute, and providing the correspond-
ing extraction key at execution time. Whenever the EMQL Engine matches a data node
against a pattern node that contains an "mqlExtractionValue='extractionKey"' attribute
for a provided extraction key, the Engine "extracts" the corresponding node value from the
data node. At completion, the Engine returns all such extracted data node values for each
extraction key. This is essentially a named value capturing system that provides the same
functionality as the positional value capturing system provided by regular expressions [23].
As an example, given the extraction key "getnumber" and a pattern like
<oranges>
<type>*</type>
<number mqlExtractionValue= "get_number">1000 [<]</number>
</oranges>
the value "232" would be extracted for "get_number" from the reference data.
The EMQL Engine also allows data node value replacement during pattern matching
with value extraction. If the user specifies a replacement string for any given extraction key,
then when the Engine extracts a data node value, it replaces the node's value in the data
document itself with the replacement string.
3.2.10 Comparison with XPath
The current design of EMQL is designed largely to be an XML interpretation of regular
expression pattern matching languages. This is at odds with the standard XPath system
for XML querying, which is based on a file-access like idiom [9]. The reason for basing
EMQL on regular expressions instead of XPath is that regular expressions can be used to
generate much more complex and powerful queries. XPath can only be used to select out
specific XML values, and can only constrain selection based on the ancestor nodes of those
selected values (the nodes along the node access sequence). EMQL, on the hand, lets users
both match complex strcutured XML data and arbitrarily select out multiple values from
anywhere within that matching data. This means that selection can be constrained by
selected value node ancestors, siblings, or descendants. For example, a "cost" node's value
could be selected out as the child of any "account" XML subtree that also contains an "id"
element child with a value over 500.
EMQL brings pattern matching even farther than regular expressions, however, in pro-
viding the EMQL Value system. EMQL values allow users to constrain both node names
and values via rich mathematical and semantic constraints based on interpretation of values
as numbers and M Language constructs.
Chapter 4
Web Machines, Architecture, and
Environment
We are now ready to discuss the Web Machines platform, its architecture, and its design.
This architecture and design are motivated by the following Chapter 2 winning application
platform concepts: web technology-based application platform, applications are stored and
executed remotely, single application directory, installation by association, and one-click ap-
plication publication. The general platform user interface described in the second section
is based on the application platform concepts of presence/absence of installed applications,
have an appealing UI, visual arrangement of running applications, single, complete, customiz-
able, hierarchical application menu, application shortcuts, historical application shortcuts,
and platform visuals customization.
From a general viewpoint, Web Machines is a hybrid remote server/local client appli-
cation platform that supports construction and execution of applications called Machines.
These Machines are split into backend logic and frontend interface entities, with the backend
logic being executed remotely on servers called Machine servers, and the frontend inter-
faces being rendered and processed by a local client web application called the Machine
environment. The first section of this chapter discusses each of these architectural entities
and their interactions conceptually, and the second section focuses in on the Web Machines
environment and the intuitive client-side MDI interface it provides.
4.1 Architecture
Conceptually, the Web Machines architecture consists of three distinct entities: Machine
servers, the Web Machine environment, and directory servers (see Figure 4-1). As introduced
above, Machine servers execute backend Machine logic. More accurately, however, Machine
servers act as both Machine repositories and execution servers. Each Machine server stores
a set of Machine entries in a database, which correspond to the different Machines that the
server stores and knows how to execute. Each Machine entry includes a unique Machine
ID and name, a definition of the Machine's backend logic, all of the information required to
execute that backend logic on input data, a specification of the Machine's frontend interface
for handling by the Web Machines environment, and a rich set of metadata about the Machine
for use by users during application discovery and installation. The Machine server exposes a
set of web services for interacting with its Machine entries, allowing users to search, browse,
add, and edit Machines, as well as execute them on data. This includes getting a serialization
of an entire Machine entry, which represents a formal definition of the Machine independent
of the Machine server that hosts it.
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Figure 4-1: Visualization of the basic Web Machines architecture.
While users can interact with Machine servers directly via the Machine server web ser-
vices, the vast majority of user interaction will be via the Web Machines environment. The
Web Machines environment is a client-side web application that communicates with Machine
servers, and which presents a rich OS-like MDI/desktop interface to the user for searching,
browsing, installing, creating, and editing Machines, as well as executing them on input data.
The Machine environment is also the entity that actually renders Machine frontend inter-
faces (as specified in Machine server entries), collects user input data, and displays output
data generated by Machine server execution.
In order for users to interact with the Web Machines environment, they must first login
with their user account information. All such user account information is stored on a central
directory server, which exposes a set of web services for searching, creating, and editing user
accounts. Directory servers also store a registry of Machine server addresses, which together
with this user account information, define a distinct, complete Web Machines realm. The user
account information on a directory server defines the users of that realm, and the Machine
server registry defines all Machine servers, and thus Machines, on that realm. There is a single
Web Machines realm maintained for the entire public internet, but private organizations can
setup their own realms on private intranets.
4.1.1 User Login and Machine Instances
When a user first points their internet browser to the Web Machines environment appli-
cation, the application is immediately loaded, and the user is prompted for login. Each
Web Machines environment distribution is configured server-side to communicate with a
particular, hard-wired directory server. Once the user enters their login information, the
environment communicates with this directory server to verify login and retrieve the user's
profile information for things like Machine menu data, desktop background, etc..
At this point in the login process, the environment must be configured to match the data
in the user's profile. The single most important aspect of this configuration is loading the
user's installed Machines and displaying them in the environment's menu system. Retrieving
this installed Machine information is a two-step process, and relies on the concept of Machine
instances. A Machine instance is just that, an instance of a Machine associated with a
particular user account (i.e., an association between a Machine server Machine entry and a
directory server user account entry). Machine instances for a particular Web Machine are
stored on the Machine server that contains that Web Machine. Machine instances also store
user-configurable settings for Machines as discussed later in the thesis.
Given this framework, the environment's first step in retrieving installed Machine infor-
mation is to communicate with the environment's directory server to get a list of Machine
servers that the user's instances live on (this information is stored on the directory server and
updated on Machine installation and removal). The environment then communicates with
each of these "used" Machine servers, retrieving instance and basic Machine information for
all user Machine instances.
Figure 4-2: Visualization of the Web Machines environment login process.
4.1.2 Machine Execution
Once the user is logged in and the Web Machines environment is configured to their ac-
count, the user is able to select Machines for execution. When a user selects a Machine for
display and execution, another two step process takes place. In the first step, the Machine
environment communicates with the Machine server that hosts the Machine in question, and
retrieves its entire Machine entry. In the second step, the environment uses this information
to create a complete set of frontend interfaces for the Machine, including execution interface,
metadata interface, and editing interface. To run the application, the user interacts with
the execution interface. The environment then analyzes the interface, generates input data
based on user values, and sends this input data to the Machine's server for execution. When
the Machine server has completed execution and generated output data, this output data is
sent back to the Web Machines environment, which processes it and displays it to the user
in the Machine's execution interface.
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Figure 4-3: Visualization of the Machine execution process.
4.1.3 Machine Installation
When a user wants to discover and install a new Machine, they navigate to a special Ma-
chine installation interface within the environment. This interface communicates with the
environment's directory server, getting the complete Machine server registry list for that
directory server's Machine realm. The installation interface then communicates with all of
these known Machine servers, aggregates the Machines that they store, and presents all of
them and their metadata to the user for searching and browsing. When a user selects a Ma-
chine to install, a new Machine instance for that Machine and the user's account is created
on the Machine server housing the installed Machine.
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Figure 4-4: Visualization of the Machine installation process.
4.1.4 Machine Construction
The Web Machines environment also has many tools for editing and constructing new Web
Machines. In all of these cases, the environment presents the user with a special construction
interface for the given construction tool. Once the user is done with the construction process,
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the environment serializes the information the user has entered into a Machine specification,
and sends the specification to a user-specified Machine server for building. The Machine
server interprets the Machine specification and generates a new Machine entry for it with
empty metadata. The Machines environment then prompts the user for appropriate meta-
data, which it sends to the Machine server for storage, and creates a Machine instance of
the new Machine for the constructing user.
In order to guarantee that users can only create or modify Machines from valid user
accounts and that Machines are only edited by their original authors, users must be properly
identified and authenticated on Machine servers before Machine data can be modified. A
Machine server accomplishes this authentication via validation of a user certificate generated
and passed back to the Web Machines environment from its directory server at user login
time. This certificate is a digital signature of a user's ID and password that has been
encrypted using symmetric private key encryption [25] [26]. The private key encryption
allows the Machine server to verify that a user's certificate was indeed created by a valid
Web Machines directory server, and the underlying digital signature guarantees that the
certificate was created for a particular correctly logged-in user. If the decrypted digitial
signature matches the user ID and password provided to the Machine server at save time,
then the user is correctly authenticated.
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Figure 4-5: Visualization of the Machine construction process.
4.2 Environment
The Web Machines environment is an essential piece of the Web Machines platform. It
provides the visual interfaces for interacting with Machine and directory servers (Machine
installation, Machine management and selection, user account creation, etc.), contains many
specialized visual tools for Machine construction, and is in charge of rendering and processing
Machine frontend interfaces.
From the user's perspective, the Web Machines environment replicates an OS-like desk-
top experience. The entire screen space is devoted to a single desktop area, in which the
user is able to run different Machines, construction tools, and environment settings dialogs
in separate MDI windows. Each of these environment windows has standard resize, min-
imize, maximize, and close functionality, as well as a standard menu system accessed via
the Machine logo graphic in the top left of each window (for an example visual, see Figure
4-6). In a general sense, all of these windows represent environment applications such as the
Add Machines installation application or the Composer construction application (discussed
later). Machines themselves are just a special case execution of a Display Machine applica-
tion, which is additionally in charge of rendering each Machine's custom UI. For an example
of the environment interface, including environment application windows, see Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-6: Screenshot of a Web Machines environment application window.
In order to start environment applications, the user interacts with the Web Machines
menu bar, a thin menu bar running along the top of the environment desktop. This menu
bar has three important menus: the "Machines logo" environment control panel, the Build a
Machine menu, and the My Machines menu. The first menu, the environment control panel,
provides the user with environment-specific functionality like customizing user settings (e.g.,
desktop background), customizing administrator settings (e.g., specifying certain Machines
to execute locally for performance reasons), and user logout. The second menu, Build a
Machine, gives the user access to the various Web Machines construction tools, each of
which is discussed later in this thesis.
The final menu, My Machines, is a complete hierarchical menu of shortcuts for all the
user's installed Machines. These Machine instances are divided into user instances, which the
user has explicitly created by installing Machines, and builder instances, which are created
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automatically for the user when they construct a new Web Machine. Additionally, the My
Machines menu gives the user access to the Add Machine application and the Organize
Machines dialog. The Add Machine application is a Machine realm browser that allows
the user to search for and browse Machines in their realm by name and category tag. The
user can then view different Machines' relevant metadata (rating, user comments, etc.), and
install Machines with a single click. The Organize Machines dialog is a standard tree-based
organizer very similar to the Firefox Organize Bookmarks tool for hierarchically organizing
a user's My Machines menu Machine shortcuts [21]. For an example of the Add Machine
application, see Figure 4-7, and for the Organize Machines dialog, Figure 4-8.
In addition to My Machines menu shortcuts, the user can also create desktop shortcuts
for specific installed Machine instances by dragging and dropping them from the My Ma-
chines menu onto the desktop area. Double-clicking such a shortcut starts its corresponding
Machine instance, and Machine desktop shortcuts can be removed from the environment
by dragging and dropping them into the "recycle bin" in the bottom left-hand corner of
the Web Machines environment. A screenshot of Machine desktop shortcuts is available in
Figure 4-9.
Figure 4-8: Screenshot of the Web Machines Organize Machines dialog.
Figure 4-9: Screenshot of Machine shortcuts in the Web Machines environment. "Get Indie
News" and "News Summary" shortcuts are present in the top right, and a "gallery test"
shortcut is being deleted via the recycle bin in the bottom left.
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Chapter 5
Machine Definition and Execution
The process by which a Web Machine's backend logic is defined and executed on a Machine
server is what powers the entire Web Machines framework, and makes advanced features like
generalized visual composition and automatic GUI generation possible. The Chapter 2 appli-
cation platform concepts that motivate this process's details are supports arbitrary backend
program code, available code libraries, programming IDEs, separation of logic and presenta-
tion, applications built with fast technology, low-level application parallelization, frameworks
for performing universal-across-application tasks, and open source applications.
Conceptually, Web Machine definition consists of three main entities: the Machine Algo-
rithm, the Machine Inputs, and the Machine Output. The Machine's Algorithm is a piece of
code in the C# or Visual Basic programming languages that defines the Machine's execu-
tion, potentially on input values. The Machine's Inputs specify how any such input values
are obtained from input data, and give each input value a well-known name for access by
the Algorithm code. The Machine Output is a specification of how values generated by the
Algorithm code are structured into output data.
These three entities are glued together by the Web Machines Execution Library, a library
written in C# that lives on every Machine server installation, and powers the Machine
server's execution web service. When a request comes in to the Machine server to execute
a particular Machine on user input data, the Execution Library reads that Machine's entry
from the server database, retrieving its Inputs, Algorithm, and Output, and then executes
the defined Machine in three steps. First, it processes the user input data, extracting values
for the each of the Machine's Inputs. Second, it executes the Machine's Algorithm code,
which may read any or all of the extracted Input values by name, and produces a set of
named output values. Finally, the Execution Library uses these output values and the
Machine Output specification to create output data for return by the execution web service.
A visualization of this process is available in Figure 5-1. The following sections of this
chapter discuss Machine Algorithms, Inputs, and Outputs in detail, and then focus in on
the Machine environment UI used to define them.
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Figure 5-1: Visualization of the Web Machines backend execution pipeline.
5.1 The Algorithm
The heart of a Web Machine's definition and execution is the Machine's Algorithm. Con-
ceptually, the Algorithm is just a section of arbitrary straight-line code in either the C# or
Microsoft Visual Basic programming languages [51] [50]. This code can contain assignment
statements, loops, if/else selection, and all the other features of single-method program code.
The Algorithm code is able to interact with Machine Inputs and Output via a well-known
_Machine property that implements the IMachine interface:
public interface IMachine {
string GetMachineIDO;
string GetRawInputData();
IDictionary<string, string> GetIndividualInputsData();
IMachinequantity GetInput(string i_Key);
void SetOutputValue(IMachinequantity i_Value);
void ModifyInput(IMachineQuantity i_Value);
void SetCustomOutput(string i_0Output);
The first IMachine method returns the current Machine's unique Machine server ID.
The second two methods deal with accessing Machine input data directly and bypassing the
Inputs processing infrastructure, an advanced approach discussed below with the rest of the
Inputs processing details. The third IMachine method, GetInput, is the standard approach
for the Algorithm code to access its Input values. The i_Key parameter is the name of
the Machine Input, and the returned IMachine Quantity object encapsulates the value(s)
extracted from input data. IMachineQuantity's interface is listed in Figure 5-2 and gives
the Algorithm code access to the extracted values in various different formats. The fourth
IMachine method, SetOutputValue, is how the Algorithm code communicates the output
values it has computed to the Execution Library, via a constructed IMachineQuantity
object. The final two IMachine methods are both for more advanced output definition
processes, and are discussed below with the rest of the Machine Output details.
Straight-line C# or Visual Basic code cannot exist in a vacuum and just be executed.
It must be a placed in some sort of housing application or library, which is exactly what
the Web Machines platform does. Every single Machine server Machine entry consists of
two components: the database entry previously mentioned that stores the Machine's ID,
name, metadata, Inputs, Output, Algorithm, and frontend interface specifications; and a
Machine library .NET DLL. This Machine library defines a Machine class type that in-
herits from the Execution Library's MachineBase class. The MachineBase class exposes
public interface IMachineQuantity {
// Get this quantity's name.
string Name { get; }
// Get if this quantity has only a single value or multiple values.
bool IsSingleValue { get; }
// Get this quantity's value as a base object if it has a single value
// or its first value if it has multiple values.
object SingleValue { get; }
// Get all of this quantity's values.
IList<object> ArrayValues { get; }
// Get a string representation of SingleValue.
string SingleStringValue { get; }
// Get string representations of ArrayValues.
IList<string> ArrayStringValues { get; }
// Get the type of this quantity's value(s).
IMachineQuantityType Type { get; }
// Map the quantity's type to a .NET runtime type for downcasting.
IDictionary<IMachineQuantityType, Type> IMachineQuantityTypes { get; }
}
Figure 5-2: The IMachineQuantity interface for giving Algorithm code access to Machine
input values and output values. Every IMachineQuantity has a name and a set of (possibly
one) values. In the general case, these values are returned as base objects that can be down-
casted to an appropriate runtime type via IMachineQuantityTypes and the quantity's Type
property. In the common case, however, IMachineQuantity values are strings, in which case
these can be accessed directly via the SingleStringValue and ArrayStringValues proper-
ties.
a Template method called Execute that performs Machine Inputs processing, calls an ab-
stract virtual RunAlgorithm method, and then performs Machine Output processing. It
is this RunAlgorithm method that a Machine library's Machine class implements with
the Web Machine's straight-line Algorithm code. The Inputs and Output processing stages
MachineBase performs are defined by the Inputs and Output specifications stored in the
Machine's database entry, which are passed into the Execute method at run-time.
It is instructive at this point to run through a quick execution example. The first step
in execution is for a user to run a Machine in the Web Machines environment. The en-
vironment generates input data for the Machine execution based on the user input in the
Machine's frontend interface, and then sends this input data to the Machine's Machine server
for execution via the RunMachine (execution) web service. At this point, RunMachine reads
the Machine's entry from the server's database, and uses the Machine Execution Library
to load the the entry's Machine library DLL. RunMachine then creates an instance of the
library's Machine class, and calls Execute, passing in the entry's Inputs and Output spec-
ifications. Execute then performs the appropriate Inputs processing on the input data,
producing a set of input IMachineQuantity objects available to the Algorithm code via
_Machine.GetInput. At this point, RunAlgorithm is invoked and the Algorithm code is
executed. During its execution, it may read input values via _Machine.GetInput and/or
set output values via _Machine.SetOutputValue. After RunAlgorithm completes, Execute
performs the appropriate Output processing on the Algorithm output values, producing out-
put data that is returned to the RunMachine web service. This data is then sent back to the
the Machines environment and displayed to the user via the Machine's frontend interface.
The final issue in dealing with a Machine's Algorithm is figuring out how to create
the Machine library DLL that houses the Algorithm code in its RunAlgorithm method.
Web Machines has two different solutions to this problem. In the first, users can write
straight-line code directly into a text editor in the Web Machines environment. At save-
time, this code is sent to a specified Machine server, where the server generates skeleton
code for the new Machine class, populates its RunAlgorithm method with the Algorithm
code, and then dynamically compiles the class into a .NET library and stores its path in the
Machine's database entry. Several important Machine Execution Library classes, including
the EMQL processing engine and the MachineCommunication functionality discussed in the
next chapter, are imported into the generated Machine class's namespace, and are therefore
available locally in the Machine's Algorithm code.
While this solution is perfect for simple Machine algorithms, some users may need more
complexity than straight-line code provides. The second library generation solution addresses
this problem by allowing users to download the entire Machine Execution Library, and
explicitly derive a MachineBase Machine subtype, populating its RunAlgorithm method
with whatever code they like, as well as adding additional methods to the Machine class.
This library can then be specified in the Web Machines environment and "imported" directly
into a Machine server's Machine entry. When importing Machine libraries directly, the user
can also provide supporting library DLLs that the Machine library depends on, allowing
users to develop arbitrarily complex backend functionality in their IDE of choice, and have
it imported as a Web Machine.
5.2 The Inputs
Within the context of the Machine Algorithm, the purpose of Machine Inputs is simple: for
each input value the Algorithm requires, there is a Machine Input that provides a name for
that value and a specification of how to extract that value from input data. Web Machines
defines two different pipelines for the value extraction process.
5.2.1 Individual Inputs Processing
The usual solution in computer science for providing values to named parameters is to set the
value of each parameter explicitly . This is either done by name, for example in languages
in which users can pass (name, value) pairs into function calls, or by position, in which a
function or command line execution has a well known ordering to its named parameters, and
the user provides unnamed values in that order. Web Machines upholds this standard with
a named parameter system called "Individual Inputs processing." With Individual Inputs
processing, the user provides each Input's value explicitly, and these values are encoded into
M data (name, value) pairs in the following format by the Web Machines environment:
<individual.1_input.2_data.1>
<input.2>
<name. 1></name. 1>
<value.3></value.3>
</input. 2>
<individual.1_input.2_data.1>
During Inputs processing, MachineBase inspects the Individual Inputs data for each
Input being processed. If a matching name is found for a particular Input, that Input's
value is set to the Individual Input value.
5.2.2 Raw Input Data Processing
In many cases when dealing with Web XML data, however, the value that a user wants
to pass to a Machine Input is embedded somewhere deep within in data's structure (e.g.,
a "pubDate" value within an RSS item within an RSS feed [4]). In order for the user to
pass this value to a Machine's Input via Indivdual Inputs processing, the user would have to
perform a significant amount of programming to navigate the RSS feed's Document Object
Model (DOM) structure and extract the pertinent value [30].
Web Machines allows users to avoid this process via a second Input value extraction
pipeline call "Raw Input data processing". With Raw Input data processing, the user pro-
vides each Machine Input with an EMQL query at save-time, and then just sends an entire
"raw" data document to the Machine execution at run-time. Each of these Input EMQL
queries has a single "input_value" extraction tag. During Inputs processing, MachineBase
loads the raw data document, and for each Input, performs EMQL matching with value
extraction for "inputvalue" on the data document. The values extracted for each Input are
then set as that Input's values for Algorithm use. Thus, in the RSS feed example, the user
could define an Input with the name "publicationDate" and an EMQL query of "<pubDate
mqlExtractionValue='input_value'>*</pubDate>", and then just pass in whole RSS feeds
to the RSS processing Machine for execution in the following format:
<raw.1_input.2_data.1>
_raw input data document goes here_
</raw. 1_input.2_data. 1>
Because most Input EMQL queries are anticipated to be simple named tag extractions
like the example above, Raw Input data processing provides a layer of syntactic sugaring
that makes the EMQL query "tag" equivalent to the EMQL query "<tag mqlExtractionVa-
lue='inputvalue'>*</tag>". Furthermore, in most cases, this tag will be an M Language
word, as Web Machines are meant to operate on M data, and converters and tools for build-
ing converters are provided for many other popular data formats (such as RSS). For example,
the above EMQL query on M-converted RSS data would instead be "publication.ldate.1",
or "<publication. 1_date. 1 mqlExtractionValue='input_value'>* </publication. 1_date. 1 >".
5.2.3 Significance of Raw Input Data Processing
Viewed in this light, Raw Input data processing has implications far beyond convenience
for users. As we shall see, it this style of Inputs processing that drives the entire Machines
visual composition framework. More philosphically, however, Raw Input data processing
allows the user to express semantically what the Input value "is" in an abstract sense. In
the example above, the user is saying "this Machine has an input called publicationDate,
and its value is a publication.l_date.l1", where publication.l_date.1 has an exact semantic
meaning as defined by the M Dictionary. Used with the relationship ontologies defined as
part of the M Language, this can become even more general and conceptual, for example
saying "this Machine has an input that is a type of date" or "this Machine has inputs that
are parts of a car". More concretely, this allows things like programmatic understanding of
interfaces. A computer can effectively understand that the example RSS Machine's Input is
for publication dates of things (in this case used on RSS news items).
5.2.4 Complete Input Processing
Web Machines combines Individual Inputs processing and Raw Input data processing for
execution into a single Inputs processing pipeline. For each Input:
1. MachineBase checks the Individual Inputs data for any matching (name, value) pairs.
If any are found, the values are assigned to the Input.
2. If no Individual Inputs were found, MachineBase checks for a raw input data docu-
ment, and if found, performs EMQL value extraction on the document, and assigns
any extracted values to the Input.
3. If no values have been assigned through either means, a default value that is part of
the Machine Input specification is assigned to the Input.
The Machine Input specification that powers this process looks like the following:
<input .5>
<name. 1></name. 1>
<EMQL.l_query.3>
</EMQL. _query.3>
<default.2_value.3></default.2_value.3>
</input. 5>
5.2.5 Data Format Validation and Interpretation
As alluded to above, input data for Web Machine execution takes the form of XML data
(the raw input data document does not necessarily have to be XML if bypassing the Inputs
system as discussed in the next section, but this should be rare). The extracted values
for Inputs, whether via Individual Inputs data or Raw Input data, are therefore strings by
default. In many cases, however, the conceptual input to a Machine algorithm will not be
a string. For example, an input could be a velocity value that should be a real number,
or a number-of-dependents value that should be an integer. If Machine Input values were
always strings, it would be the user's responsibility to perform the appropriate parsing and
correctness testing in their Algorithm code.
Web Machines automates this process for the user through two systems: data format
validation and data format interpretation. The first system, data format validation, is only
invoked when values are extracted from Raw Input data. In this case, whenever a value is
extracted from a data document XML node, that node's tag is inspected to see if it is an
M Language word. If it is an M language word, and that word has data formats associated
with it, then the extracted value is tested against each format for correctness. If it does not
conform to any of the word's formats, then an error is returned. For example, if a value is
extracted from a "color.1" node, then the value must be of the form (R.R, G.G, B.B), (RRR,
GGG, BBB), or "#RRGGBB".
The second system in place for dealing with string Input values is called data format in-
terpretation. This system is invoked for every single Machine Input that has an M Language
word as its name. When a value is assigned to such an Input, the name of that Input is
inspected for any associated data formats. If any are found, then the value is interpreted into
an appropriate runtime type, and the constructed IMachineQuantity records that type for
testing and later downcasting. For example, if a Machine Input's name is "remainder.3" (the
division-related remainder), and "remainder.3" has an integer data format associated with
it, then the value assigned to that Input will be parsed into an integer runtime type. The
data format interpretation system also includes one other special-case interpretation style:
whenever an Input's assigned value takes the form of a comma-delimited list in curly braces
("{,,,}"), that value is exploded into its comma-delimited constituents, which are stored as
the multiple values of the assigned IMachineQuantity object.
5.2.6 Bypassing the Inputs System
In some advanced cases, users may not want to perform the standard Inputs process-
ing pipeline, and instead process a Machine execution's Individual Inputs and/or Raw
Data themselves. Users can access this data directly in their Algorithm code via the
_Machine. GetIndividualInputsData and _Machine.GetRawInputData methods from the
_Machine property. Using this data, a user can effectively define any arbitrary data-based
input interface scheme that they like, and not define any Machine Inputs at all.
5.2.7 Machine Instance Static Inputs and Widgets
The final feature of the Web Machines Inputs pipeline is the ability for users to configure
particular Machine instances to have constant input values via a system called Static Inputs.
As a motivating example, a user might have a Machine that calculates property tax rates
based on geographic location and property value. Accordingly, the Machine would have
Inputs for things like property state, city, address, etc., as well as property value. The user
always lives in the same place, however, so only the property value is a changing parameter
for Machine execution. To address this kind of situation, the user can add Static Inputs to
their Machine instance for each geographic location Input, and at execution time, these Static
Inputs will automatically generate appropriate Individual Inputs data for all the geographic
values, leaving only the property value Input value to be obtained from normal Inputs
processing.
The Web Machines environment provides one more convenience layer on top of Static
Inputs. If every single one of a Machine instance's Inputs has been assigned a Static Input,
then the Machine is deemed a Widget. The Widget's frontend input interface is removed, if
possible (frontend interfaces are discussed in detail in Chapter 7), and the Widget is added
to the environment's Widget refresh clock. The Widget refresh clock counts out a pre-set
refresh interval of minutes, and then re-executes each Widget Machine currently running
in the Web Machines environment. This feature, in conjunction with the fact that Web
Machines environment state is saved at user logout, supports a standard widget idiom [53].
For an example, assume a user installs a "GetWeather" Machine that accepts geographic
location input data and outputs weather forecasts for that area. The user can start the
Machine, add Static Inputs for their home location to the Machine instance, and then logout.
The next time the user logs in, the Weather Widget will be restarted in the same position
as at logout, and will automatically refresh with weather data for the user's home location
every Widget refresh period.
5.3 The Output
Thus far, the output of Machine Algorithm execution has been a set of output (name, value)
pairs specified in the Algorithm code via _Machine.SetOutputValue. These output quanti-
ties still need to be composed into a single piece of output data for return by the RunMachine
web service. This process is fulfilled via Machine Output processing.
In the common case, a Machine Output consists of a single template output document
that contains special "single_output=varname" and "arrayoutput=var _name" node values.
During Machine Output processing, the template document is read for all such special output
node values, and for each output varname, the Algorithm's output quantity set is consulted.
If an output value with a matching name is found, then the entire "singleoutput=var_name"
node value is replaced with the output quantity's SingleStringValue property. If the output
node value was for an array output, then the output node is replaced by a set of nodes, one
for each value in the output quantity's ArrayStringValues property. When all such output
quantity substitutions have been performed, the template document is returned wholesale
to the RunMachine web service for return to the Web Machines environment and the user.
Web Machines Output processing supports two other advanced Output scenarios in ad-
dition to Template Outputs. The first is called Output as Modification, and it can only be
used in conjunction with Raw Input data. During Output as Modification Output process-
ing, when input values are extracted from the input raw data document, the extracted values
are replaced in the document (via EMQL value replacement) with "singleoutput=<Input
name>" node values. During Algorithm execution, the user can modify these values via calls
to _Machine.Modifylnput. At Output processing time, the output quantities set via these
calls are substituted directly back into the input data document, which is then returned. An
example usage of this kind of Output processing would be a currency conversion Machine.
The Machine would have an Input with an EMQL query that looked for nodes that were a
type of "cost.1" (monetary cost), and in its Algorithm would set that cost to be multiplied
by some conversion factor. When executed on an input data document that featured any
XML nodes that were a type of "cost.1" (holding cost, retail cost, etc.), the Machine would
return an identical output data document, but with all cost values converted.
The final Machine Output style is called Custom Output. In this style, the user explicitly
sets the Machine's output data in the Algorithm code via a call to _Machine.SetCustomOutput.
Using Custom Output, a user can effectively define any arbitrary data-based output interface
scheme.
As noted, through the use of _Machine.GetlndividuallnputsData, GetRawlnputData,
and SetCustomOutputData processing, a user can define any arbitrary data interface to their
Machine. While this is extremely powerful, significant knowledge about such Machines is
lost. When using standard Machine Inputs and Template or OutputAsModification Output,
a computer can programatically understand and predict what kind of data the Machine
consumes and produces. This is both helpful to the user directly executing the Machine,
and to the computer that tries to compose Machines together (see discussion of composition
in Chapter 6). Because of this, Web Machines users are highly recommended to use Inputs
and Template Output whenever possible.
5.4 The UI
All of the Machine definition and execution processing discussed in this chapter so far orig-
inates from the user as they interact with the Web Machines environment. The primary
means of doing this is through the Display Machine environment application. As mentioned
in Chapter 4, when a user selects a Machine to display or run, the Web Machines envi-
ronment retrieves that Machine's entry from the relevant Machine server and then Display
Machine renders several different interfaces for the Machine based on the specifications in
that entry. The different interfaces are navigated via the Machines logo menu in the top
left of the Display Machine application window. Screenshots of four of the five Machine
interfaces can be seen in Figure 5-3.
The first Machine interface generated is the execution interface. This interface is either
specified by the user during Machine construction, or automatically generated by the Web
Machines platform based on the Machine's Inputs and Output. This process, as well, as the
process by which the user's interaction with the interface produces Individual Inputs and
Raw Input data, is the subject of Chapter 7.
The second Machine interface generated is the metadata interface. This interface allows
the user to view the Machines metadata: name, description, Machine server address, tags,
rating, number of views, and user comments. The metadata interface also lets users leave new
comments about the Machine. The third Machine interface generated by DisplayMachine is
the Static Inputs configuration interface. In this interface, users are able to set or unset any
of the Machine instance's Inputs to static values. The fourth Machine interface generated
is the expert view interface. This interface allows the user to view the Machine's Inputs,
Output, Algorithm, and frontend interface specifications without editing them.
The final Machine interface generated is the editing interface. This interface allows users
to edit any of the Machine's metadata, its Inputs, Output, Algorithm, or frontend interface
specifications. At save-time, this interface produces a partial Machine entry specification,
which the environment sends to the appropriate Machine server for construction and saving.
An example of a full Machine server entry specification can be seen in Appendix B. When a
user selects to construct a Machine "By Hand" from the Web Machines environment Build a
Machine menu, this editing interface is the contruction interface used. If a user edits another
user's existing Machine, the editing interface prompts the user to save the Machine with a
new name.
While the Machine editing interface handles standard Machine Algorithm definition, it
does not handle Machine library importing. This is instead handled by the special purpose
Importer construction tool. Importer is accessed either via the "Import" item of the Build
a Machine menu, or via a "Load into Importer" button placed in the editing interface of
imported Machines. Importer has two main interfaces (again navigated via the Machines
logo menu). The first is the import interface, which, as shown in Figure 5-4, contains step-
by-step instructions for building a Machine library and uploading it to a Machine server.
The second interface is identical to the Machine editing interface for defining the imported
Machine's Inputs, Output, and frontend interface specifications.
5.5 Alternative Specifications
While the Machine definition scheme described in this chapter is extremely general and
powerful, it requires directly writing program code, as well as specification of Machine Inputs
and Output by hand. For many semi-programmer and non-programmer users, this may be
overly complex, and for skilled programmers, this may not be rapid enough for common
development tasks. To combat this problem, the Web Machines platform provides several
alternative visual construction tools: Composer, Converter Factory, and Wrapper (discussed
in detail in Chapters 6 and 8, respectively). All of these tools, as well as Importer, use a
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Figure 5-3: Screenshots of the DisplayMachine Machine interfaces. From top-left, clockwise:
the execution interface, the metadata interface, the configuration interface, and the editing
interface. The expert view interface is omitted.
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Figure 5-4: Screenshot of the Importer construction tool.
Machine definition technique called alternative specification to create new Machines.
In the Web Machines environment, instead of producing explicit Inputs, Algorithm, and
Output data, each such construction tool produces an alternative specification XML docu-
ment that implicitly defines the constructed Machine's functionality. For example, Composer
generates a graph of nodes and edges, while Converter Factory generates a list of mappings
and template (both are discussed in detail in later chapters). When these alternative spec-
ifications are received at the Machine server at save-time, they are used by the Machine
Execution Library to generate explicit Inputs, Output, and Algorithm for the Machine (and
then the generated Algorithm code is included into a skeleton Machine class and compiled
as normal).
Additionally, when a Machine with an alternative specification has its Machine editing
interface generated by Display Machine, its actual generated Inputs, Output, and Algorithm
are obscured. In their place are a text area for directly editing the Machine's alternative spec-
ification and a "Load into Construction Tool" button that loads the alternative specification
into the appropriate construction tool for visual editing. This is why imported Machines have
a "Load into Importer" button featured during editing (although the Importer alternative
specification is just an empty placeholder value to trigger this process, and so is not dis-
cussed at length). The interface also includes a "Discard Alternative Specification" button
which irreversibly discards the Machine's alternative specification, allowing users to instead
directly edit and save the Machine's generated Inputs, Output, and Algorithm by hand.
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Chapter 6
Composition
A key idea in achieving rapid development by skilled programmers, effective development by
semi- and non-programmers, and easy leveraging of existing functionality in an application
platform is the idea of application composition: composing multiple smaller applications
together into a single larger application. Here and throughout this chapter I define an
"application" as any piece of programming functionality, whether it is a full end-to-end
application, an application component, or just a library of functionality.
There are two main types of composition: programmatic and visual. Programmatic
composition is the traditional composition style in which one application uses another ap-
plication directly in its program code. Examples are invoking a library method or running
an executable and collecting its output. Visual composition is a broad range of different
processes by which a user visually defines how application components fit together in execu-
tion. A standard emerging idiom among online web feed editors like Yahoo Pipes is the idea
of drawing an acyclic directed graph with application components as nodes, and output-to-
input relationships as edges [57]. Executing such a graph can be visualized as input data
flowing through the graph down edges, being modified or replaced by node applications, and
eventually emerging "on the other side" as output data.
Web Machines supports both of these composition styles, as motivated by the Chapter
2 application platform concepts of programmatic composition and generalized visual compo-
sition. The Web Machines visual composition system also supports the concepts of visual
configuration, visual programming, and high-level, conceptual parallelization.
This support for generalized visual composition, visual programming, and high-level con-
ceptual parallelization is totally innovative. Web Machines allows users to visually draw to-
gether completely arbitrary user-defined Machines, flow-control entities (if/else, loops, etc.),
and parameter configurations into networks, and these networks are then used to generate
fully functional new Web Machines (which can then be used in other network compositions).
Different nodes can correspond to Machines running on different Machine servers across the
internet, and remote invocation is handled automatically. Furthermore, all of these nodes,
remote or local, execute completely in parallel, synchronizing only as necessarily defined by
the edge output-to-input serial relationships.
In order to accomplish these features, Web Machines makes use of an extremely important
and innovative design concept: implicit value passing via semantic communication. The
interfaces between Machines in a Machine network graph do not involve explicitly passing
output values from one node to the input values of another. Instead, every Machine uses M
data and the EMQL query language to semantically communicate what values it consumes
and produces. Web Machines then takes care of passing correctly semantically identified
values across edge interfaces automatically.
The following sections of this chapter discuss all of these concepts in detail, focusing on the
programmatic composition system, the visual composition system, the visual programming
system, and the parallelization of Machine networks.
6.1 Programmatic Composition
The foundation of the Web Machines composition system is programmatic composition. Web
Machines provides programmatic composition functionality via the MachineCommunication
class, which is part of the Machine Execution Library and in the local namespace of a Ma-
chine's Algorithm code:
public class MachineCommunication {
public static string BuildUrl(string i_Url,
IDictionary<string, string> i_Params);
public static XmlDocument CreateSimpleMachineData(
IDictionary<string, IList<string>> i_Data);
public static XmlDocument MergeXmlNodesIntoNewRoot(
IList<XmlNode> i_Nodes);
public static string MergeXmlNodesIntoNewRoot(
IList<string> i_NodeStrings);
public static string GetHttp(string i_Url,
IDictionary<string, string> i_Params);
public static XmlDocument QueryWebService(string i_Url,
IDictionary<string, string> i_Params);
public static string QueryLocalMachine(string i_MachineID,
string i_RawInputData,
IDictionary<string, string> i_IndividualInputsData,
string i_DictionaryVersion);
public static string QueryRemoteMachine(string i_MachineServerAddress,
string i_MachineID, string i_RawInputData,
IDictionary<string, string> i_IndividualInputsData,
string i_DictionaryVersion);
public static void SendXmppChatMessage(string i_Server,
string i_ConnectServer, string i_FromUsername, string i_FromPassword,
string i_ToUsername, string i_ToDomain, string i_MessageText);
public static void SendEmailMessage(string i_Server, string i_Port,
bool i_UseSSL, string i_Username, string i_Password,
string i_FromAddress, string i_ToAddress, string i_Subject,
string i_Body);
The first four methods of MachineCommunication are utility methods for dealing with
MachineCommunication composition functionality. BuildUrl constructs a URL string with
the base URL i_Url and the GET parameters specified in i_Params, and is used by the
other MachineCommunication methods to construct URLs. CreateSimpleMachineData
constructs a simple XML document with the root "data.l" and one child node for each
list element contained in the values of i_Data. For each child node, the node name is
equal to the i_Data key, and the node value is equal to the i_Data value list element (or
omitted if the i_Data value is null). CreateSimpleMachineData can be used for creating
simple Raw Input data documents for use with the QueryMachine methods. The two
MergeXmlNodesIntoNewRoot methods take a set of input XML trees, remove their roots,
and union all the remaining child forests under a single "data.l" root node. These merge
methods are used by the visual composition system to merge the output data of multiple
component Machines.
The four Get/Query methods of MachineCommunication perform actual programmatic
composition of web applications and other Web Machines. GetHttp retrieves the HTML
content of a web page via an HTTP request. QueryWebService queries a web feed for XML
content. QueryLocalMachine queries a Machine local to the executing Machine server, and
QueryRemoteMachine queries a Machine on a remote Machine server. Both QueryMachine
methods allow the user to pass arbitrary Individual Inputs and Raw Input data to the
queried Machine, as well as an M dictionary version number for use in EMQL processing.
The difference between the two QueryMachine methods is significant, however. The local
Machine query directly reads the Machine's database entry from the local server, loads its
Machine library, creates a Machine instance, and executes it on the input data, while the
remote query instead communicates with the RunMachine web service on a remote Machine
server.
The final two methods of MachineCommunication provide functionality for sending e-
mails and XMPP-standard chat messages [45]. They are therefore not directly related to
composition functionality, but do provide methods for communicating via the Web. It is
also worthwhile to note that the definition of a web service used above, as well as elsewhere
throughout this thesis and the Web Machines platform, is very general. A web service
is considered to be any piece of functionality exposed on the internet that accepts inputs
via GET or POST parameters, and produces XML output data. SOAP, REST, and other
specific Web Service specifications are all subsets of this general web service definition [29]
[20].
6.2 Visual Composition
The Web Machines visual composition system is based on the idea of Machine networks:
graphs with Machines as nodes and output-to-input relationships as edges. Through an
environment application called Composer, users are able to drag, drop, and connect together
such networks in a simple visual environment. This visual graph then gets encoded into a
Machine alternative specification called a network specification (defined in detail below), and
sent to a Machine server. The Machine server uses the network specification to generate a
set of Inputs, Algorithm, and Output for the Machine, and then creates and saves a Machine
entry for the generated data. Figure 6-1 shows a simple example of using Composer to
create a chain of four Machines. The first Machine looks up the stock ticker symbol for a
provided company name, the second Machine gets a company news RSS feed for a provided
stock ticker symbol, the third Machine converts RSS data to M data, and the fourth Machine
filters M data for title information [4]. Together, the generated Machine gets title summaries
of RSS news about a company, provided a company name. This sort of visual composition
system allows for both rapid development by skilled programmers and non-program-code-
based composition by semi- or non-programmers.
6.2.1 Machine Interfaces
In order for Machine networks to be processed into Algorithm code, there needs to be a
communication system in which the output values of one Machine can be interpreted as the
input values of another.
Traditionally, in programmatic composition systems, feeding the output values of one
application into the input values of another is done explicitly with value names. A particular
output value from the first application is provided by name as the input value to the second.
A rigid, name-based visual composition system in which output values are given names, and
input values must have the same names is far too inflexible for general visual composition with
many user-created components. Instead, the analogue to explicit value passing in a visual
system is for a user to explicitly draw an edge in the graph from the visual represetentation
of one application's output value to the visual representation of another application's input
value. In fact, this is exactly what Yahoo Pipes does in their visual composition system,
allowing users to "wire" an output value from one pipe component to the input value of
another [57].
For Web Machines, this explicit value passing system was deemed too complex for effective
visual composition. It requires the user to explicitly connect every output value to every
input value, which for large numbers of Machines or large numbers of input and output
values, can take significant time, can be error prone, and can rapidly visually complicate the
Machine network graph. Instead, Web Machines uses an entirely new composition concept:
implicit value passing via semantic communication. Conceptually, this means that Machines
communicate what kinds of values they consume and what kinds of values they produce.
When Machinel is connected to Machine2, and Machinel produces the kinds of output that
Machine2 consumes, Machine2 automatically consumes the Machinel value. For example,
if a user connects a Machine that produces a stock cost output value to another Machine
that consumes a stock cost input value, the Web Machines platform conceptually passes the
output value from the first Machine to the second.
More concretely, implicit value passing is accomplished between two connected Machines
by having Machine2 execute on Machinel's M output data, using Raw Input data processing
to select its Inputs' values. When a user defines an EMQL query for one of their Machine's
Inputs, they are effectively communicating what kind of value that Input is or needs in
semantically and structurally exact terms. This description can be something as simple as
Figure 6-1: Example of a simple Machine chain network in Composer. The second Machine
node in the chain has been expanded to show its node inputs.
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"a monetary cost" (or more concretely, "anything in cost.1 tags"), or something as complex
as "something that is a type of politician.2 and that appears somewhere inside a dossier.1
subtree that has a direct security.5_classification.2 child node with a value greater than 2".
When another Machine that produces this kind of data is connected to the user's Machine,
the produced value will be selected out via EMQL value extraction.
Symmetrically, when a user defines the Template for a Machine's Output, they are com-
municating the semantic and structural meaning of that Machine's output values based on
the M data they get placed in. For example, by putting a real number output value in
"cost.1" tags, the user is stating that the Machine produces a monetary cost. If a user
instead chooses Output as Modification, they are saying that the Machine does not change
the semantic meaning of data that passes through it, rather altering values only.
In this context, it becomes obvious that the simpler the Input EMQL queries and Tem-
plate outputs, the more general a Machine's interface is, and the more other Machines it can
interface with. The simplest extreme of this is for users to always utilize the "tag" syntactic
sugar approach for their EMQL queries, and to utilize simple one-layer Template documents
for their Outputs (a single root with each output value as a child). Under this regime, the
interface of a Machine is extremely clear: it takes in a set of input values with semanti-
cally well-defined names, and produces a set of output values with semantically well-defined
names. Not only does this make Machine composition easy, it enforces a kind of semantic
correctness checking. If a user connects a Machine that produces temperature values to a
Machine that reads stock costs, the financial Machine will not misinterpret the tempera-
tures, it will instead use its default values after selection fails. If the user sets these defaults
to well-known fail values and error checks on them, the Machine is now fail-safe against
semantically incorrect data.
This last concept is worth further consideration. Because Web Machines are communi-
cating in semantically and structurally rich M data, and using EMQL selection for value
passing, Web Machines can define what their input data is semantically and identify when
that data is incorrect. This is completely novel and innovative. For example, in a tradi-
tional composition systems, an application is only able to check the value and possibly the
runtime-type of a passed-in parameter. If a function is passed an integer, it can verify that
the parameter is an integer, and that it falls within a certain range, but in no way can it
verify that the integer is a temperature, cost, or anything else.
In an ideal setting, the process of selecting Machines with compatible interfaces could
also be programmatically verified for such selection-based interfaces. For example, the Com-
poser could inspect the Template and Inputs involved in each network edge, and verify that
successful selection occurs. Unfortunately, this functionality was deemed out of scope for the
first version of Web Machines, but a preliminary design is outlined in the Future Work section
of the thesis. Instead, the current interface verification process must be done by hand. In
order to make this process easier for users the public Web Machines documentation currently
heavily favors the "tag" /one-layer-Template approach outlined above.
6.2.2 Machine Networks
Given the basic interface scheme described in the previous section, it is now possible to fully
specify a Machine network and how that network is used to generate a Machine's Inputs,
Algorithm, and Output. The basic network specification used by Web Machines is as follows:
<network.5_specification.3>
<type. l>{serial, parallel}</type. 1>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>_network-unique node ID_</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_type. >machine</node.8_type.1>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>_ID of Machine this node represents_</machine.9_id.2>
<machine.9_server.2_address.3>
_address of Machine server hosting the Machine this node represents_
</machine.9_server.2_address.3
</node.8_data.1>
<x.2>_x coordinate of node in Composer visual_</x.2>
<y.l>_y coordinate of node in Composer visual_</y.1>
</node.8>
<edge. 11>
<from.1_ node.8_id.2>_ID of "from" node_</from.1_ node.8_id.2>
<to.1_ node.8_id.2>_ID of "to" node_</to.1_ node.8_id.2>
</edge. 11>
</network.5_specification.3>
During the discussion of visual programming later in this chapter, we will introduce
more "node.8_type.l" node types, and different "node.8_data.l" for each type. The heading
"type.1" element relates to network parallelization as discussed later in this chapter, and is
omitted in the examples in this section. The "x.2" and "y.1" elements relate to the network's
visual representation in the environment Composer application, and are similarly ignored in
this section. For the examples below, we will assume all composed Machines are local to the
generated Machine's Machine server.
Machine Generation
Conceptually there are three types of nodes in a Machine network graph: input nodes,
intermediate nodes, and output nodes. An input node I is a node which has at least one edge
leading from I to another node, but no edges leading into I. An output node O is similarly
a node with at least one edge leading into O from another node, but no edges leading out of
O. An intermediate node N has at least one edge leading into N and one edge leading out
of N. When a network specification is used by a Machine server to build a new Machine, the
generated Machine's Inputs are the union of all Inputs in the network's input nodes. These
Inputs' extracted values are not actually used (input nodes in the network instead use the
generated Machine's Individual Inputs and Raw Input data directly, as explained below),
but the node Inputs are propagated up to the generated Machine so that users can see at a
glance what sort of input all of the various input nodes require. The generated Machine's
Output is always Custom Output. The Machine Algorithm generation process is described
below.
Intermediate Nodes
In the simplest case, two intermediate nodes are connected by a single edge. In this case the
"to" node Machine is executed on the "from" node Machine's output using MachineCom-
munication.QueryLocalMachine(). Thus,
<network.7>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>A</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>57</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>B</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>36</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<edge. 11>
<from.1_node.8_id.2>A</from.1_node.8_id.2>
<to.1_node.8_id.2>B</to.1_node.8_id.2>
</edge. 11>
</network.7>
becomes the following Algorithm code
string OutputB = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(36, OutputA,
null, null);
In the case of fan-out, where we have one "from" node with edges to several "to" nodes,
each "to" node has its Machine individually executed on the "from" node's output in turn.
In the case of fan-in, where we have multiple "from" nodes with edges to a single "to"
node, the output of all "from" nodes is merged into a single XML document, which the "to"
node then executes on. Thus,
<network.7>
<node .8>
<node.8_id.2>A</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>57</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>B</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>36</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>C</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>102</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<edge. 11>
<from.1_node.8_id.2>A</from.1_node.8_id.2>
<to.1_node.8_id.2>C</to.1_node.8_id.2>
</edge.11>
<edge. 11>
<from.1_node.8_id.2>B</from.1_node.8_id.2>
<to.1_node.8_id.2>C</to.1_node.8_id.2>
</edge.11>
</network.7>
becomes the following Algorithm code
IList<string> TempInputs = new List<string>();
TempInputs.Add(OutputA);
TempInputs.Add(OutputB);
string TempInput = MachineCommunication.MergeXmlNodesIntoNewRoot(
TempInputs);
string OutputF = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(102,
TempInput,
null, null);
Input and Output Nodes
Input and output nodes are a special case in Machine network Algorithm generation. In the
case of input Nodes, all input Nodes are simply run on the generated Machine's raw input
data and individual inputs. Thus,
<network.7>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>A</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>57</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>B</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>36</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<edge.11>
<from.1_node.8_id.2>A</from.l_node.8_id.2>
<to.1_node.8_id.2>B</to.1_node.8_id.2>
</edge.11>
</network.7>
becomes
string OutputA = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(57,
_Machine.GetRawInputData(), _Machine.GetIndividualInputsData(), null);
string OutputB = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(36, OutputA,
null, null);
In the case of output nodes, if there is a single output node, that node's Machine's output
is used as the custom output of the generated Machine. If there are multiple output nodes,
all output nodes have their output data merged, and this merged output is then set as the
custom output of the generated Machine. Thus,
<network.7>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>A</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>57</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>B</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>36</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.l>
</node .8>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>C</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>102</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<edge.11>
<from.1_node.8_id.2>A</from.1_node.8_id.2>
<to.1_node.8_id.2>B</to.1_node.8_id.2>
</edge.11>
<edge.11>
<from.1_node.8_id.2>A</from.1_node.8_id.2>
<to.1_node.8_id.2>C</to.1_node.8_id.2>
</edge.11>
</network.7>
becomes
string OutputA = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(57,
_Machine.GetRawInputData(), _Machine.GetIndividualInputsData(), null);
string OutputB = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(36, OutputA,
null, null);
string OutputC = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(102, OutputA,
null, null);
IList<string> TempOutputs= new List<string>();
TempOutputs.Add(OutputB);
TempOutputs.Add(OutputC);
string FinalOutput = MachineCommunication.MergeXmlNodesIntoNewRoot(
TempOutputs);
_Machine.SetCustomOutput(FinalOutput);
Node Ordering
In order for the Algorithm code generated for each Machine node in a network specification
to be correct, the Machine server building the composed Machine must order the node
Algorithm code generation process such that each node Machine's inputs are computed before
its execution. Because edges represent output-to-input relationships between Machines, all
parent Machine nodes must be executed before a child Machine node can execute. Therefore,
the Machine server topologically sorts the Machine network into a minimal set of independent
node layers from left to right, where each layer's nodes only have edges "to" nodes in the layer
to their right, and only have edges "from" nodes in the layer to their left. Node Algorithm
code generation can then proceed top-to-bottom (or any other ordering) within each layer,
processing layers from left to right. A visualization of the node ordering process is available
in Figure 6-2. During node ordering, the Machine server alerts the user if any cycles in the
network are detected.
Figure 6-2: Visualization of node layer sorting during the node ordering step of Machine
network Algorithm generation.
Node Inputs
In addition to nodes and edges in a Machine network, every network node can also contain
node inputs within its "node.8_data.l" element with the following specification:
<node.8_data.1>
<node.8_input.2>
<name. 1></name. 1>
<type.1>{EMQLquery, get string, getXML, static}</type.1>
<value. 3></value. 3>
</node.8_input.2>
</node.8_data.1>
Node inputs in the general case will be discussed in the visual programming section of this
chapter, but node inputs for Machine-type nodes have special meaning and are discussed here.
In summary, when a Machine node is added to the current Composer network, Composer
creates a node input entry for each Machine Input. These node inputs are given the name of
the Input they correspond to and a type of "static." Composer then adds a form interface
for setting each node input's value to the Composer node graphical component. As part of
network construction, the user is able to expand any such nodes via the standard maximize
button in the node's title bar, and set any node inputs to constant values (for an example
of a Machine node input, see Figure 6-1). During network compilation, the Web Machines
platform overrides any selected Machine Input values from Raw Input data processing with
these constant node input values via Individual Inputs processing. For example,
<network.7>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>A</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>57</machine.9_id.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<node.8>
<node.8_id.2>B</node.8_id.2>
<node.8_data.1>
<machine.9_id.2>36</machine.9_id.2>
<node.8_input.2>
<name.1>foo</name.1>
<type.1>static</type.1>
<value.3>bar</value.3>
</node.8_input.2>
</node.8_data.1>
</node.8>
<edge.11>
<from.1_node.8_id.2>A</from.1_node.8_id.2>
<to.1_node.8_id.2>B</to.1_node.8_id.2>
</edge.11>
</network.7>
generates
IDictionary<string, string> TempIndividualInputs =
new Dictionary<string, string>();
TempIndividualInputs["foo"] = "bar";
string OutputB = MachineCommunication.QueryLocalMachine(36, OutputA,
TempIndividualInputs, null);
Local versus Remote Invocation
So far, the assumption has been that all composed Machines are local to the generated
Machine's Machine server. However, this does not need to be the case. Whenever a Machine
node's "machine.9 erver.2_address.3" element is different from the Machine server address
of the generated Machine, the generation process uses QueryRemoteMachine instead of
QueryLocal Machine.
6.3 Visual Programming
Basic Machine networks with only Machine nodes are only able to generate a small, con-
strained set of actual Machine Algorithms. The networks described feature only the pro-
gramming notions of sequence, as Machines are executed in a topologically sorted order of
programming statements based on directed edge output/input dependencies, and hierarchy
or encapsulation, as Machines can be hierarchically composed out of other Machines. There
are no notions of selection (if/else), iteration (loops), or side effects (when a method changes
state outside its parameters or locals, for example mutating a class member or program
global) [34]. Basic Machine networks effectively generate a kind of constrained functional
programming subset of Machines.
In order to support true visual programming, Machine networks need to include all five of
these programming concepts: sequence, selection, iteration, side effects, and encapsulation.
To accomplish this, the Machine network specification introduces a new node type for each
new visual programming concept, each of which generates different Machine Algorithm code.
The different node types, the inputs they require, and the code they generate are discussed
below. Appendix C provides an extended example of a simplified discrete event simulation
engine defined in the Composer that makes heavy use of programming node types.
6.3.1 Iteration Nodes
There are four loop-based programming nodes used to achieve iteration: "forloop", "timer",
"foreach_loop", and "whileloop". Visually, each of these nodes contains a large Composer
sub-canvas on expansion. Nodes can be dragged and dropped into these sub-canvases just as
they can be dragged and dropped into the main Composer canvas. At network compilation
time, each loop sub-canvas is compiled into its own local network algorithm. The way that
loop algorithm code is executed depends on the loop node type.
* forloop:
Inputs: loop_index_start, loop_index _end, loop-indexincrement, output_flag
Functionality: Iterate from loopindexstart to loopindexend in loop_indexincrement
increments (positive or negative). On the first iteration, execute the loop network on
the containing loop's raw input data merged with a single "index.5" element that
records the current forloop index value. On subsequent iterations, instead execute
the loop network on the previous iteration's output data, again merged with the "in-
dex.5" element. If output_flag equals "none" then the forloop emits no output data,
if output_flag equals "lastiteration", the forloop emits the final loop iteration's out-
put, and if output_flag equals "merged_iterations", then the for-oop emits all loop
iterations' output merged together.
* timer:
Inputs: forloop inputs, time_stepms
Functionality: timer is identical to forloop, except that each loop iteration is exe-
cuted no less than timestep ms seconds after the previous iteration.
* foreach_loop:
Inputs: foreach-nodes
Functionality: Select out a set of foreach nodes from the containing loop node's raw
input data using the EMQL query defined in foreachnodes (or select all root children
if foreachnodes is empty or equal to "all"). Iterate the loop network once for each
selected node, using the selected node as the raw input data for loop network execution.
The output of foreachloop is similar to for_loop.
* while_loop:
Inputs: loopvalue, operation, test value, output_flag
Functionality: Test the relation defined by "loopvalue operation test_value", where
operation can be any of "==", "!=", "<=", "<", ">=", or ">". While this relation
holds, execute the loop network. On the first loop iteration, execute the loop network
on the containing loop node's raw input data. On subsequent iterations, execute
the loop network on the previous iteration's output data. After each iteration, re-
calculate loopvalue, operation, and test_value for relation testing at the loop header
(computation of node inputs is discussed below). The output of while_loop is similar
to forloop.
6.3.2 Selection Nodes
There are two selection programming nodes: "if_else" and "dispatch". Both nodes have
dynamic node inputs that depend on their outgoing edges to other nodes. Conceptu-
ally, selection nodes perform some sort of computation for each outgoing edge, and if
that test fails, all subsequent nodes on that edge's branch are not executed. To sup-
port this functionality, every single node in a Machine network performs an initial check
in its Algorithm code. If the node's input data contains a "do.lOnot.l_execute.2" ele-
ment or a "do.10Onot.l_execute.2 with.lid.2" element that has a value equal to the node's
unique node ID, then the node's Algorithm code is not executed. Instead, it emits a single
"do.10_not.l_execute.2" element. Thus, for a selection node to silence a subset of its outgoing
branches, it emits a "do.10not.l_execute.2_with.lid.2" element for each outgoing branch's
initial node node ID. This selectively silences the initial subset of nodes, and because a si-
lenced node emits an unconditional "do. 10not.l_execute" element, the initial nodes' entire
branches are subsequently silenced.
* ifelse:
Inputs (for each outgoing edge-connected node): ifvalue, operation, test_value, else
Functionality: For each outgoing edge, test the relation defined by "if_value operation
test_value", where operation can be any of "==", "!=", "<=", "<", ">=", or ">"
If the relation fails, silence that outgoing edge's branch. For multiple outgoing edges,
the relation testing takes the form of an if-else chain, ordered from topmost branch
to bottom. If there is a single edge that has an else input value instead of the
if value/operation/testvalue triplet, this edge is treated as the else block of the
if-else chain.
dispatch:
Inputs: dispatch_value
Inputs (for each outgoing edge-connected node): value
Functionality: For each outgoing edge, test if dispatch_value equals the edge's value.
If not, silence that outgoing edge's branch. The dispatch node is therefore similar to
a traditional "switch" programming statement.
6.3.3 Side Effects Nodes
In order to support side effects in a network, there must be a notion of network-level
memory. Web Machines therefore creates three network-level memory data structures for
each Machine network: a (string, string) dictionary, a (string, XML) dictionary, and a
(string, eventQueue) dictionary. The following side effects nodes interact with these net-
work memory data structures.
* get_string:
Inputs: key, output_name
Functionality: Look up the string value associated with key in the network-level mem-
ory string dictionary. Emit this value enclosed in output_name tags, enclosed in a
"data.1" root. If there is no entry for key, emit an empty "data.1" document.
* set_string:
Inputs: key, value
Functionality: Set the value associated with key in the network-level memory string
dictionary to value. Emit an empty "data.l" document.
* getXML:
Inputs: key, output_name
Functionality: Look up the XmlNode value associated with key in the network-level
memory XML dictionary. Emit this value enclosed in outputname tags, enclosed in a
"data.l" root. If there is no entry for key, emit an empty "data.l" document.
* setXML:
Inputs: key, value
Functionality: Set the value associated with key in the network-level memory XML
dictionary to value. Emit an empty "data.l" document.
* pop_queue:
Inputs: queue_name, outputname
Functionality: Look up the event queue associated with key in the network-level
memory event queue dictionary. Pop this queue's first value, and emit it enclosed
in output-name tags, enclosed in a "data.l" root. If there is no entry for key, or if the
looked up queue is empty, emit an empty "data.l" document.
* push_queue:
Inputs: queuename, key, value
Functionality: Look up the event queue associated with key in the network-level mem-
ory event queue dictionary. If key is non-empty, then insert value into this queue with
the key key (event queues are a effectively priority queues). If key is empty, then insert
value onto the end of the looked up queue. Emit an empty "data.1" document.
6.3.4 Other Nodes
There are three other node types introduced to fully support visual progamming: "assign-
ment", "continue", and "end".
* assignment:
Inputs: value, name
Functionality: Emit value enclosed in name tags, enclosed in a "data.l" root.
* continue:
Inputs: none
Functionality: Emit the continue node's raw input data without modification.
* end:
Inputs: none
Functionality: Output an empty "data.1" document.
6.3.5 Node Inputs
All of the "programming node" types just discussed in the Web Machines network specifica-
tion require input values at run-time. These values are configured by the user visually in the
Composer at save-time via node inputs (similarly to node inputs for Machine nodes). When
a programming node is added to a network in the Composer application, a node input is
generated for each programming node input value. The name of the node input corresponds
to the input value's name as described above, and a form is generated for letting the user
arbitrarily select the node input's type and value. For an example of programming node
input forms, see the Figure C-1.
If a user selects the "static" input type for a node input during Machine construction,
then the node input value that the user enters is treated as the actual constant value to
use at run-time, similar to Machine node input processing. If, however, the user selects the
"EMQLquery" input type, then the node input value is instead interpreted as an EMQL
query to use at run-time to extract the programming node input value from incoming data.
The "get-string" and "getXML" input types similarly cause the programming node input
value to be extracted from the corresponding network level memory dictionary at run-time,
using the node input value as the dictionary key.
These different node input types can be combined together to form rich programming
concepts. For example, a user configuring an if/else node could set the "if_value" input to
have a type of "EMQL_query" and a value of "cost.1", the "operation" input to have a type
of "static" and a value of "<=", and the "testvalue" input to have a type of "static" and
a value of "500". At run-time, the if/else node would select out a cost value from incoming
data using the "cost.1" EMQL query, and test if it is less than or equal to the number 500.
6.4 Parallelization of Machine Networks
For small Machine networks, the topologically sorted serial execution scheme outlined during
the Machine network discussion above provides adequate performance. For larger Machine
networks, however, higher performance is desirable. In order to decrease runtimes for such
Machines, the Web Machines platform takes advantage of the implicit parallelism inherent
in network graphs. Because all serial node dependencies are explicitly defined via edges,
all parallel paths across the sorted layers of a Machine network can be executed in parallel.
For example, given a network with nodes n1...n5, and edges (n1, n2), (nl, n3), (n2, n4),
and (n3, n5), the paths (n1, n2, n4) and (nl, n3, n5) can be executed entirely in parallel,
synchronized only at the network's final output merging process.
The Web Machines platform accomplishes this implicit parallelization by moving all node
output data values from local namespace variables (e.g. "outputA"), to entries in a thread-
safe data structure called a value store with the following interface:
public delegate ValueType ValueProvider<ValueType>();
public interface IValueStore<KeyType, ValueType> {
ValueType RequestValue(KeyType i_Key);
void ProvideValue(KeyType i_Key, ValueProvider<ValueType> i_ValueProvider);
}
When a piece of code invokes the RequestValue method for a given key, the value store
first checks to see if a value has been provided for that key. If it has, then the value is
immediately returned. If it has not, then the value store blocks the requesting thread. When
a piece of code invokes the ProvideValue method for a given key and provider delegate [51],
the ValueProvider delegate parameter is executed, the returned value is provided for the
key parameter, and any blocking threads waiting for that value are unblocked. There are
two different value stores implementing the IValueStore interface, and they differ in how
the ValueProvider delegate is invoked during ProvideValue execution. SerialValueStore
immediately invokes the delegate on the local thread, while ParallelValueStore invokes
the delegate on a newly spawned thread and immediately returns. This concept of parallel
blocking value lookup is very similar to the ideas behind the programming language pH
(parallel Haskell), though it was not directly influenced by them [40].
Using the value store, implicit parallelization of a Machine network is quite simple. In-
stead of reading through the topological sorting of the network specification and generating
flat, local program code for each node, Machine servers place each node's generated code
into an anonymous function (closure) that returns that node's output data. This closure is
then passed into a central value store's ProvideValue method invocation, using the node's
unique node ID as the value store key. Whenever a node's Algorithm code requires another
node's output data, it is requested by node ID from this same central value store.
When a SerialValueStore object is used as the network value store, the execution behav-
ior of the generated Machine is identical to the non-value store, local code version described
in the previous sections of this chapter (and this is in fact how the current version of serial
Machine networks is implemented). If a ParallelValueStore object is used as the network
value store, however, something drastically different happens. Instead of serial execution,
a new thread gets spun up for every single node in the network, and each thread blocks
until the output data values it needs have been generated. In theory, the execution of node
Algorithm code should therefore flow from left to right in parallel across the layers of the
topologically sorted network. In practice, it is likely that certain paths will be much faster
then others, so the execution flow will be less uniform, but 100% of the implicit parallelism
of the network is still achieved. For small networks, or networks with low implicit paral-
lelism (e.g., a serial chain), it is possible that this parallezing process may not be worth the
extra processing time associated with thread management, so the Web Machines Composer
lets users specify visually whether a Machine network should be implemented serially or in
parallel, and then chooses the appropriate value store implementation at compilation time.
This harnessing of a Machine network's implicit parallelism is exciting for two reasons.
First, it is an implicit process. The user does nothing explicitly to parallelize the execution:
no locks, no events, no synchronization points, nothing. Secondly, this parallel execution
operates in conjunction with the fact that Machines are intelligently invoked either remotely
or locally depending on their Machine server location, and the fact that Machines are able to
interact with web services and web sites over the internet. Thus, without any explicit effort,
the user is able to consistently draw together different conceptual components into networks
that will be executed in parallel across multiple servers across the internet at large.
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Chapter 7
GUI Framework
The Web Machines execution framework described so far in detail is a backend logic system
only. It operates on Individual Inputs and Raw Input data, and is exposed on each Machine
server via the RunMachine web service. In this chapter, I describe and explain the Web
Machines GUI framework, which allows Machine developers to specify visual GUI interfaces
for their Machines. These interfaces are incorporated into the Web Machines environment
Display Machine application, and automatically interface with the RunMachine-based back-
end framework. The Chapter 2 application platforms that motivate the GUI framework
design are GUI specification, visual GUI definition, and automatic GUI generation.
The GUI and backend execution frameworks also lead to an exciting new application
concept: data-driven control input. In traditional application platforms, applications have
two types of inputs: data-path inputs and control-path inputs. Data-path inputs are read
by an application from files or databases, and control path inputs are generated by users
from application interaction (mouse clicks, key presses, etc.). In Web Machines, this control
path input can either be generated by user interaction with a Machine's visual interface, or
it can be provided directly to a Machine's RunMachine web service interface from other data
sources. If the control data arriving at one Machine's execution is produced as the output
data of another Machine, then one Machine can effectively "drive" another with the same
power and expressiveness as a human user.
7.1 The GUI Protocols
In traditional client application platforms, an application's frontend interface is a part of
an application's program code. Because Web Machines are executed remotely on Machine
servers, this is not possible in the Web Machines architecture. Instead, as discussed in Chap-
ter 5, when a Machine is loaded for display or execution in the Web Machines environment,
the Machine's entry is retrieved from its hosting Machine server and a number of interfaces,
including an execution interface, are generated for the Machine's environment window. This
execution interface consists of two components: an input interface and an output interface.
Conceptually, the input interface is some form of graphical UI that accepts user input and
interaction, and at execution time takes that input and uses it to generate Individual Inputs
and/or Raw Input data for RunMachine execution. The output interface plays a symmetric
role. After RunMachine completion, it reads the Machine output data and displays it to the
user in some UI format.
7.1.1 Input Protocol
There are therefore two important processes involved in defining an input interface: defining
what the interface looks like graphically, and defining how the interface generates Individual
Inputs and Raw Input data. In Web Machines, both of these pieces of information are
encoded into a single input interface specification called an "input protocol", which is stored
as part of a Machine's server entry. A Machine's input protocol consists of a single XML
tree, which represents a hierarchical GUI consisting of individual graphical components.
Each input protocol node corresponds to a different graphical element in the Web Machines
environment, such as a text input field, a date chooser component, or a horizontal layout
container. Non-leaf nodes in the tree can only correspond to layout-related containers, while
leaf nodes are usually concrete graphical elements. In both cases, nodes are chosen from a
standard set of components known as the "GUI protocol language", and nodes can accept
XML attribute property assignments that alter the graphical component's properties (e.g.,
setting a font size or a component width).
Given this specification system, a Machine's input protocol tree specifies a hierarchical
GUI consisting of arbitrarily complex layouts of distinct, customizable graphical elements,
similar to HTML or MXML [3]. This is not a completely general definition system, as
the set of components in the GUI protocol language is finite, but the component set is
meant to be as broad as possible, containing both basic elements like text inputs or simple
layout containers, and more complicated aggregate elements like maps, RSS readers, or rich
text editors (and the graphical component system is extremely extensible, allowing future
developers to expand on the options available to Machine constructors). For a screenshot
example of some of the aggregate GUI protocol elements available to the Web Machines
developer, see Figure 7-1. The ability to simply and quickly include these complex and
powerful GUI elements into Web Machine interfaces not only allows for rich interface design,
but also further promotes rapid Machine development.
In addition to specifying the graphical components and layout that compose a Machine's
input interface, a Machine's input protocol also specifies how that interface interacts with
the RunMachine web service. This is accomplished in two ways. First, every single input
protocol graphical element defines what user action on it, if any, causes Machine execution.
For example, a text input causes Machine execution when a user presses the "Enter" key,
and a "run machine" button causes Machine execution when a user clicks on it. Elements
like static images or date chooser components, which have no obvious "execute" actions, do
not trigger Machine execution.
The second part of input protocol RunMachine interaction is input data generation.
Every single input protocol graphical element has a set of (possibly zero) values that it
generates based on user input. Each element also accepts a binding for each value at input
protocol specification time that defines how that value will be incorporated into input data.
For example, the text input element has a single "text" value, which is the text that the user
enters into it at display time. It therefore accepts a single "text" binding in its specification,
which in this case defines an XML node that will contain the text value, and which will be
Figure 7-1: Screenshot sampling of available GUI protocol elements for Web Machines exe-
cution interface definition.
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included as a root child of the Machine's Raw Input data. When a Machine is executed
by the user, the input protocol tree is traversed, and the input data generated by each
input protocol element is merged into a single set of Individual Inputs and Raw Input data,
which is then sent to the appropriate Machine server's RunMachine for execution. For a
visual example of this data generation process, see Figure 7-2. While a binding can be used
arbitrarily to generate input data on a component-to-component basis, the vast majority of
components use bindings to create simple XML node key/value pairs for use in Raw Data
input (as was the case in the text input example). Appendix D lists the current set of
supported input protocol elements, their accepted properties, their accepted bindings, and
the input data they generate. Figure 7-3 provides an example input protocol specification.
Figure 7-2: Visualization of the Machine input protocol interface and data generation pro-
cess. The input protocol specification is used by the Web Machines environment to generate
an input interface for execution. At execution time, each input interface element generates
input data, which is merged and sent to a Machine server's RunMachine web service.
From the Machine server perspective, the Individual Inputs and Raw Input data coming
into RunMachine from an execution interface are indistinguishable from any other data
source, and all of the Machine's Inputs still extract values as normal. In this context, it
becomes clear why most input protocol components use bindings to create simple root child
XML nodes for Raw Input data: they are the simplest input data format that will have
values selected out by "tag" style EMQL queries in a Machine's Input. This is exactly the
same semantic communication-based implicit value passing scheme that is used for Machine
composition interfaces. The user is effectively communicating what the semantic meaning
of the graphical component's values are, and the executed Machine will read in those values
if appropriate. More concretely, each binding effectively binds a graphical component value
to a Machine Input. For example, if a Machine has an Input with a certain "tag" EMQL
query, say "cost.1", then a text input element that is supposed to supply that value should
bind its text value to "cost.1". The text input value will then be successfully selected out
by the appropriate Input at run-time.
In summary, when a user defines an input protocol for their Machine, they specify a
hierarchical UI composed of graphical components, each of which can potentially cause
Machine execution, and each of which produces values for Machine execution input data.
The user then sets the graphical component bindings such that the values produced are
implicitly passed to (selected by) the correct Machine Inputs.
<input_protocol. 1>
<vBox_input>
<label_input text="Cost:" />
<textInput_input width=" 100">
<binding.7>
<name.1>text</name.1>
<value.3>cost. 1</value.3>
</binding.7>
</textInput_input>
</vBox_input>
</input_protocol.1>
Figure 7-3: Example input protocol specification for a simple, one-text-input Machine input
interface.
7.1.2 Significance of Data-Driven Control Input
In traditional application platforms, applications have two types of inputs: data-path inputs
and control-path inputs. Data-path inputs are read by an application from files or databases,
and control path inputs are generated by users from application interaction (mouse clicks,
key presses, etc.). In Web Machines, however, the control path inputs provided by the user
are actually serialized by the Machine's execution interface into input data for RunMachine
execution. As mentioned above, this input data is indistinguishable to the Machine execution
service from data generated in any other fashion. This means that a Machine's control-path
input can be generated by other processes, including other Machines.
This ability can be combined with Machine network composition to form a powerful new
concept: data-driven control input. As mentioned before, Machine nodes select all of their
Input values, both for data input and control input, from incoming raw input data. Similarly,
a programming node's input values, which alter the way the control structure operates, can
also be selected from incoming input data. Because input data in a Machine network is
generated from merging a node's parents' output data, this means that a node's control
path input is generated by its parents' output data. Essentially, the parent nodes can "drive"
the child node. For example, consider an editor-style Web Machine application (the Web
Machines idiom for supporting such applications is discussed in detail later in this chapter).
Such an application could have control data generated for it via user interaction with its
execution interface, or it could have its control data fed into it from a driving parent node.
One Machine would essentially be generating the "clicks and keypresses" that run another
Machine. This idea of plug-and-play data-driven control path input is an entirely novel
concept. To attain the same functionality in traditional applications, significant functionality
must be added to the main application for it to accept control path input programmatically,
and then rigging scripts or applications must be built that read in custom-serialized control
path data and drive the main application.
7.1.3 Output Protocol
A Machine's output interface is defined similarly to its input interface. Again, the interface
is specified by an XML tree, in which each node corresponds to a graphical element from the
GUI protocol language. Again, nodes can accept XML attribute properties that customize
their appearance, and again nodes can accept bindings. For an output interface, however,
these bindings have a very different meaning, and are used in a different way.
The way in which an output protocol uses its bindings is intrinsically related to the
output protocol's usage in the context of Machine execution. Instead of generating input
data for invoking a RunMachine web service call, a Machine's output protocol is charged with
displaying Machine output data after RunMachine service completion. This goal is achieved
by each output protocol element reading in different values from the Machine output data,
and then displaying those values to the user in a pre-defined, component-specific manner.
How each output protocol element selects its output values from the output data is specified
by the output protocol element's bindings. For example, a text output element displays a
single "text" value selected from Machine output data. It therefore accepts a single "text"
binding in its specification. At display time, the output data root is traversed for direct
child nodes that have the same name as this "text" binding, and any such found node's
value is selected out as the text element's value to display (this is a simplified form of
EMQL processing). While not all output protocol bindings necessarily specify this type of
"output data child" selection query, the majority do. Again, this is the same principle of
implicit semantic communication value passing. Conceptually, the user is communicating
the semantic meaning of the value the output element expects, and concretely, the user is
binding the element to a specific output data value. A visualization of the output protocol
display process is available in Figure 7-4, and a listing of the currently supported output
protocol elements, their properties, their bindings, and the data they display is included
in Appendix D. Most output protocol elements which do not feature simple output data
child binding selection instead feature "multiple item" style selection. With multiple items
selection, an output element first selects out a number of XML nodes from output data as
specified by an item selection binding. The output element then selects out the data children
of those selected output nodes for use in data display.
7.1.4 Integrated Interfaces
The standard Web Machine execution interface is formed simply by placing the Machine's
output interface vertically below its input interface, and then placing a single "Run Machine"
button that causes execution beneath that. If this layout is undesirable, the user building the
Machine can specify an arbitrary location for the output interface within the input interface,
and the Run Machine button is omitted. To accomplish this, the user flags the input protocol
by placing an empty "include.4 output.2_area. 1" node in the input protocol specification as
a sibling to the GUI protocol tree root, and then places an empty "output.2_area.l" node
within the GUI protocol tree where they want the output interface to be included. As an
example, the specification below simply inverts the normal input interface/output interface
layout of the previous example specification.
<input_protocol. 1>
Figure 7-4: Visualization of the Machine output protocol interface and output data display
process. When Machine output data is received by the Web Machine environment, each
output element selects out necessary data values and displays them.
<vBox_input>
<output.2_area.1 />
<label_input text="Cost:" />
<textInput_input width="100">
<binding. 7>
<name.1>text</name.1>
<value.3>cost. 1</value.3>
</binding. 7>
</text Input input>
</vBox_input>
<include.4_output.2_area.1 />
</input_protocol. 1>
7.2 The Action Protocol
The Web Machine GUI Protocol allows a Machine developer to specify arbitrary input
and output interfaces for their Machines, but does not support user interaction with these
interfaces. Individual protocol elements may be interactive (e.g., using a rich text editor
toolbar during input or zooming into map data during output), but the interface as a whole
does not change either via user interaction or Machine execution. This functionality gap is
filled by an extension to the Machine output protocol called the Machine Action Protocol.
The Machine Action Protocol allows users to specify actions for the Web Machines en-
vironment to perform based on Machine output data. For example, the environment might
fire a browser alert window if a certain flag condition is present, or the environment might
alter the input interface of the Machine based on output data specifications. Users specify
these actions similarly to GUI elements in the Machine output protocol. Each action is
represented by a single XML node that is added to the "output_protocol.1" root, and each
action element accepts bindings that define what action behavior it causes.
In order to allow output actions to alter a Machine's input or output interface, the Web
Machines GUI protocol supports one more extension: element IDs. Whenever a user adds an
"id='name"' attribute to an input or output protocol element, that element can be referenced
by an output action via 'name'. For example, in the following Machine input and output
specifications, a "font.2_size. 1" element is read from the Machine's output data, and then
used to set the font size of the input interface label element id'd by "previewText".
<input_protocol.1>
<vBox_input>
<label_input id="previewText" text="TEST" />
</vBox_input>
</input_protocol. 1>
<output_protocol. 1>
<inputPropertyChange>
<binding .7>
<name.l>inputComponentID</name.1>
<value.3>previewText</value.3>
</binding .7>
<binding. 7>
<name.l>inputPropertyName</name.1>
<value.3>fontSize</value.3>
</binding.7>
<binding.7>
<name. 1>inputPropertyValue</name. 1>
<value.3>font.2_size.1</value.3>
</binding .7>
</inputPropertyChange>
</output_protocol. 1>
A listing of currently supported action protocol elements, their bindings, and their be-
havior is included in Appendix D.
7.2.1 The Command Processing Idiom
All of the Web Machines described so far in this thesis have a distinct notion of "execution"
on input data: an analysis is performed, external data is retrieved and processed, or output
interface information is generated, etc.. The widgeting system extends this paradigm by al-
lowing users to conifgure inputs beforehand and have a Machine be automatically executed
by the Web Machines environment, creating the effect of a Machine that just provides output
data (no exectution on input data necessary). There is still a large family of applications
that these two systems do not seemingly cover, however: continuously running, GUI-driven,
stateful applications that the user interacts with over time (i.e. the type of OS applications
that traditionally require a "GUI thread"). The most notable examples are editor-style
applications such as word processors, spreadsheet applications, or image processing applica-
tions, though other applications also fall under this umbrella, such as e-mail clients or chat
programs.
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In actuality, the Web Machines framework can handle these types of applications quite
naturally through a standard scheme called the "command processing idiom". To illustrate
the idiom, consider a traditional OS-style word processing application. The application
usually displays the text being edited, allows the user to save the text being edited, and
allows the user to access custom menus for things like fonts or margins via some system of
menu or toolbar clicks. When the user clicks on any of these menu or toolbar items, the GUI
thread causes a processing thread to perform the requested command, often by creating a
"command" object, which is read and dispatched by command processing functionality, as
in the Command design pattern, [24]. The only work done on the GUI thread is the direct
editing of the application data.
Web Machines can support this same architecture quite simply: the GUI thread is rep-
resented by the execution interface running in the Web Machines environment, and the
command processing functionality is implemented in the execution of the actual Machine.
The implementation of a simple word processor is therefore conceptually quite straightfor-
ward. The Machine developer includes a large text area component in the Machine's input
interface for text editing (or a full-blown rich text editor component), a menubar component
with different menu options, including a "save" option, which generates a unique command
string for each menu item click, and a set of custom word processing menus for the applica-
tion composed of individual form items which all start with their visibility property disabled.
The Machine's execution functionality is then effectively one big command processing algo-
rithm which dispatches on the command string provided, and performs the necessary action.
This could encompass saving the edited data (which would be sent to execution via the
editing component), performing computations like line counts, or modifying the text by cre-
ating and inserting equations. Or it could be opening and closing word processing menus
in the user's input interface by setting or unsetting the "visibility" properties of the word
processing menus via Action Protocol inputPropertyChange actions defined in the Machines
output interface.
The loading and saving of the edited data in such an application is of further interest.
Because the edited text is loaded from a source into the editor Web Machine, and then
saved by Web Machine execution, the text data does not actually need to be "local" to the
Machine at all. In fact, the text data can live in any remote source that the Web Machine's
Algorithm code can read and save from, such as a remote text file, an entry in a remote
database, or any 3rd-party document hosting infrastructure that exposes get and save web
services (local data suport is discussed further in the Future Work chapter of this thesis).
This is an entirely novel concept in application development. Web Machines supports the
development of standard GUI-driven, stateful applications, in a manner similar to both
traditional GUI-driven OS applications and rich web applications, that actually let the user
interact with and save remote data available on the internet.
7.3 Visual GUI Definition
While the Machine input and output protocol system described so far allows fairly straight-
forward and intuitive specification of arbitrary Machine interfaces, the specification process
is still performed by hand, and could be technically intensive for non- or semi-programmers.
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To alleviate this issue, Web Machines also supports visual GUI definition directly in the
Web Machines environment Composer application. This is accomplished by representing
input or output protocol elements as nodes in the Composer graph, and defining the tree
hierarchy between those elements explicitly with graph edges. Bindings and properties on
protocol elements are defined visually by the user via node inputs with their type values set
to "static". Obviously, input and output protocol element nodes cannot be integrated into
the Web Machine network itself; instead protocol elements nodes form "input and output
trees" growing out from the left and right of the network proper, respectively. A visualization
of this setup is provided in Figure 7-5, and the generated protocol specifications are available
in Figure 7-6. For convenience, input or output protocol elements that do not form a correct
tree, but rather a forest, have their forests capped with single vBox protocol element.
Figure 7-5: Screenshot of Machine frontend interface definition in the Composer application.
7.4 Automatic GUI Definition
The Web Machines GUI framework described in this chapter allows developers to fairly easily
create custom execution interfaces for Machines either through direct specification or visual
compostion. Simple Machines that just execute on input values and produce output data,
however, may not need custom GUIs at all. For example, a tip calculator Machine that takes
in meal cost and number of participants, and produces tip and split participant cost; or a
weather Machine that takes in address information, and gets local forecasts. For Machines
like these, users only need to be able to provide simple input values for each Machine Input,
and then view output data.
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<input_protocol.l>
<vBox_input>
<label_input text="Input:"/>
<textInput_input>
<binding.7>
<name. 1>text</name. 1>
<value.3>cost.1</value.3>
</binding.7>
</textInput_input>
</vBox_input>
</input_protocol.1>
<output_protocol.1>
<canvas output>
<textAreaAll_output/>
<label_output/>
</canvas_output>
<alert>
<binding.7>
<name.l1>alertText</name.1>
<value.3>test</value.3>
</binding. 7>
</alert>
</output_protocol.l>
Figure 7-6: Input and output protocol specifications generated by the Composer network
from Figure 7-5.
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If no custom input or output protocol specifications are provided for a Machine, then the
Web Machines platform generates just such a default execution interface. The Machine's
input interface consists of a single input protocol element called a "defaultInput", and the
output protocol consists of a simple output data label above a "textAreaAll" output protocol
element that displays the output data. The interfaces are arranged in the standard interface
layout, with the output interface below the input interface, and an explicit "Run Machine"
button below that.
The defaultInput protocol element allows a user to explicitly set Machine execution input
data in one of two styles. In the first style, a labelled text input component is generated
for each Machine Input, and the values the user provides are used to directly populate
the Machine execution's Individual Inputs data. Each text input additionally has a tooltip
popup displaying its corresponding EMQL query, so that the user has an understanding of
the semantic value the Machine expects. In the second input style, a single text area input is
generated, and the text the user provides is used to directly set the Machine execution's Raw
Input data. The user can switch between the two input styles via a button in the upper right
hand corner of the component. A screenshot of a defaultInput in both modes is available in
Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-7: Screenshot of the default generated Machine execution interface in both input
styles.
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Chapter 8
Leveraging Existing Functionality and
Data
While the Web Machines application platform supports a rich system for defining and com-
posing Machine backend logic and frontend interfaces within the Web Machines framework,
there are many, many non-Machine applications and data stores available on the internet
that have already been built. One of Web Machine's goals is to allow developers to include
these applications and this data into the Web Machines platform as completely as possible
and with as little work as possible. More specifically, Web Machines aims to support the
following application platform concepts from Chapter 2: easily wrapped applications, con-
tained application platforms, and tools for reading or converting data formats, each of which
is discussed in one of the following chapter sections.
8.1 Wrapper
The optimal solution for including existing applications into the Web Machines platform
is to wrap them in thin Web Machines shells. For example, consider a web service that
takes in address information and outputs an XML feed of local traffic problems for use by
commuters. If a Machine can be built that wraps the web service's inputs with Machine
Inputs, and displays the web service output as custom output data, then the traffic display
web service has been completely incorporated into the Machines framework and reaps all of
the Web Machines platform benefits. The traffic display Machine is universally available to
Web Machines users everywhere, it can have a custom GUI developed for it that provides
the local address information or displays traffic output, and it can be immediately composed
with all other Web Machines on the platform, either programmatically or visually.
In order to promote existing application Web Machine wrapping, the Web Machines plat-
form includes a special-purpose Web Machines environment construction tool called Wrap-
per. Wrapper lets users rapidly and visually define wrapper Machines via two different
wrapping interfaces: one for web services, and one for general HTML pages. These inter-
faces generate alternative specifications for the wrapper Machines that are sent to Machine
servers for Inputs, Algorithm, and Output generation, and then Machine entry saving.
The first Wrapper interface is for wrapping internet web services. As mentioned previ-
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ously, the definition of a web service used throughout Web Machines is very general. A web
service is considered to be any piece of functionality exposed on the internet that accepts
inputs via GET or POST parameters, and produces XML output data. SOAP, REST, and
other specific Web Service specifications are all subsets of this general web service definition
[29] [20].
The Wrapper construction interface for web services has two major inputs. The first is the
web service's base URL, and the second is a set of Machine Inputs for each web service GET
or POST parameter. The name of each parameter is used as the corresponding Input name,
and the Input's EMQL query is usually a simple "tag" style query that communicates the
semantic meaning of the input value. The Inputs, Algorithm, and Output generation on the
Machine server side is quite straightforward. The Inputs have been explicitly defined, and the
generated Algorithm code just passes the Inputs' extracted values as "Input name=extracted
value" GET parameter pairs to the web service defined by the base wrapper URL. The
XML output of the web service is then returned via a Custom Output Machine Output. A
screenshot of the Wrapper web service interface is available in Figure 8-1, and Figure 8-2
shows the generated wrapper specification and Algorithm code for the constructed Machine.
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Figure 8-1: Screenshot of the Wrapper web service construction interface.
The second Wrapper construction interface is for general HTML pages. Similarly to the
web services interface, it allows the user to define the HTML page base URL and Inputs
for any GET or POST parameters required. Instead of just outputting the web page's
HTML output, however, which will likely contain unimportant display information, and
may not even conform to correct XML standards, Wrapper allows the user to extract out
important values from the site HTML and then output them as part of structured XML.
The interface accomplishes this by letting users add zero or more "scrape variables" and
a template output document to the wrapper specification. Each scrape variable is given a
name, a regular expression, and a capture index [23]. The template document is identical
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<wrapper.3_specification.3>
<type.1>web_service</type.1>
<URL.1>
http://www.pittradio.net/syndicate/rss_feeds/newmusic_albums.xml
</URL.1>
<input.5>
<name.1>genre</name.1>
<EMQL.1_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<mqlAttributeValue mqlValue="genre.1"
mqlExtractionValue=" input value">*</mqlAttributeValue>
</pattern.5>
</EMQL.l_query.3>
<default.2_value.3>alternative</default.2_value.3>
</input.5>
</wrapper.3_specification.3>
IDictionary<string, string> Params = new Dictionary<string, string>();
Params ["genre"] = _Machine .GetInput("genre").SingleStringValue;
XmlDocument Result = MachineCommunication. QueryWebService(
"http://www.pittradio.net/syndicate/rssfeeds/newmusic_albums.xml",
Params);
_Machine.SetCustomOutput(Result.0uterXml);
Figure 8-2: Wrapper specification and Machine Algorithm code generated by web service
Wrapper interface from Figure 8-1.
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to a Machine Output Template document, with "singleoutput=varname" entries for each
scrape variable name.
The Inputs, Algorithm, and Output generation for HTML wrapper specifications is again
quite straightforward. The Inputs have been explicitly defined, and Algorithm code again
sends the Inputs' extracted values as "Input name=extracted value" GET parameter pairs to
the base HTML URL. When the HTML output is retrieved, however, each scrape variable's
regular expression is matched against the output, and the regular expression's captured
values are selected out for the scrape variable according to the scrape variable's capture
index. These values are then substitued into the template output document for each variable,
producing valid output data that is returned via a Custom Machine Output. A screenshot
of the Wrapper HTML scrape interface is available in Figure 8-3, and Figure 8-4 shows the
generated wrapper specification and Algorithm code for the constructed Machine.
Figure 8-3: Screenshot of the Wrapper HTML scrape construction interface.
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<wrapper.3_specification.3>
<type.1>html_scrape</type.1>
<URL.l>http://finance.google.com/finance</URL.1>
<input.5>
<name.1>q</name.1>
<EMQL.l_query.3>
<pattern.5>
<mqlAttributeValue mqlValue="stock_symbol.1"
mqlExtractionValue="input_value">*</mqlAttributeValue>
</pattern.5>
</EMQL.l_query.3>
<default.2_value.3>GOOG</default.2_value.3>
</input.5>
<template.1>
<data.l>single_output=after_hours</data.1>
</template.1>
<output.2>
<name.1>after_hours</name.1>
<scrape.4><![CDATA[After Hours: .*?(\d+\.\d+)]]></scrape.4>
<group.1_number.11>1</group.1_number.11>
</output.2>
</wrapper.3_specification.3>
IDictionary<string, string> Params = new Dictionary<string, string>();
Params["q"] = _Machine.GetInput("q").SingleStringValue;
string HttpOutput = MachineCommunication.GetHttp(
"http://finance.google.com/finance", Params);
XmlDocument TemplateOutputDoc = new XmlDocument();
TemplateOutputDoc.LoadXml(@"<data.l>singleoutput=afterhours</data.l>");
MachineOutput TemplateOutput = new
MachineOutput(MachineOutputStyle.Template, TemplateOutputDoc);
Regex Regex_after_hours = new Regex(@"After Hours: .*?(\d+\.\d+)",
RegexOptions.Singleline);
Match Match_after_hours = Regexafterhours.Match(HttpOutput);
string MatchText_after_hours =
Match_after_hours.Success ? Match_after hours.Groups[1].Value : ""
TemplateOutput.SetOutputValue(
new MachineQuantitySingle("after_hours", MatchText-after_hours));
_Machine.SetCustomOutput(TemplateOutput.Template.InnerXml);
Figure 8-4: Wrapper specification and Machine Algorithm code generated by HTML scrape
Wrapper interface from Figure 8-3.
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8.2 Platform Containers Output Elements
In some cases, there may be internet applications whose backend logic cannot be wrapped into
a Web Machine. For example, applications in which the frontend interface plays a significant
role in application logic or in which the application stores state across user interaction
cannot be wrapped. In these cases, Web Machines takes the "container application platform"
approach for web applications via the "webPlatformContainer" and "htmlContainer" output
protocol elements. While both elements are listed in the output protocol reference table in
Chapter 7, they are discussed in detail here.
The webPlatformContainer output protocol element is a rectangular graphical component
with a single "source" binding. At run time, the webPlatformContainer selects out a URL
from the output data child with this binding name, and then encapsulates and displays this
URL's content within the component boundaries. The web content is actually encapsulated
within a browser IFrame, so any content format can be displayed, and the content is fully
interactive [43]. This includes HTML, Javascript, Flash, and other web content technologies.
While the webPlatformContainer protocol element does not truly wrap the web content being
displayed as a Web Machine for general use, it is a valid output protocol element. As such,
it can be incorporated into custom GUIs, and the URL that it displays can be computed by
arbitrary Machines or Machine networks. A screenshot of a simple "browser" Machine that
makes use of this idea is available in Figure 8-5.
In some simpler cases, it may be possible that users have retrieved, created, or modified
HTML markup during the course of Machine execution, and wish to display this HTML
content as part of a Machine's output interface. The htmlContainer output protocol element
accomplishes this task. It is a rectangular graphical component with a single binding named
"htmlText". At run time, the htmlContainer selects out the Machine output data child with
this binding name, and then completely and faithfully renders any HTML markup found
within the node's tags.
8.3 Converter Factory
In addition to leveraging existing functionality available on the internet, Web Machines
also attempts to leverage existing data. Unfortunately, this data is often in many different
incompatible formats. The Web Machines solution is to provide a visual construction tool
in the Web Machines environment called the Converter Factory. Converter Factory allows
users to rapidly define and create converter Machines which translate other-format XML
data into the M Language. Once created, these converter Machines can be used by other
developers or users either to convert data directly and save it in the M Language format, or
to act as "edge" Machines in compositions, converting data into the M language at Machine
network boundaries. For example, the standard "Get M RSS Feed" Web Machine is a "Get
RSS Feed" Machine chained to an "RSS 2.0 to M Converter" Machine. The composition
gets and returns RSS feeds that have been converted to M data, and are therefore ready for
use in other Machines or Machine networks [4].
The Converter Factory defines a two-step process for data format conversion, with the
user able to omit either conversion step if necessary. The first conversion step is semantic
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Figure 8-5: Screenshot of a simple "web browser" Machine built using the webPlatformCon-
tainer output protocol element.
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conversion, which is the process of translating other-format XML tags into M words orphrases. A converter's semantic conversion behavior is defined in the Converter Factory
semantic conversion interface. This interface centers around a single table of other-format
words. When a user clicks on an other format word, a listing of M words that have that
other-format word as their root is displayed for the user's mapping selection, or the user candefine the M word or phrase mapping explicitly in a form input. "camelCase" other-format
words are exploded into their constituent word fragments and similarly looked up in the Mdictionary for composition into M phrases. The other-format words targeted for mapping
can either be added individually via form input, or populated automatically by reading areference XML document in the other-data format in the Converter Factory reference XMLinterface. A screenshot of the Converter Factory semantic conversion interface is availablein Figure 8-6.
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Figure 8-6: Screenshot of the Converter Factory semantic conversion construction interface.
The second conversion step defined by the Converter Factory is structural conversion,
which is the process by which one XML format's hierarchical structure is converted into
another. A converter's structural conversion behavior is defined in the Converter Factory
structural conversion interface. Instead of attempting to define XML structural transfor-
mations or modifications, this interface defines a set of extraction values and an output
template document for value substitution. Each extraction value is given a name and anEMQL query, and the template document is a Machine Output Template document with
"singleoutput=varname" or "arrayoutput=varname" values for all extraction value names.
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A screenshot of the Converter Factory structural conversion interface is available in Figure
8-7.
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Figure 8-7: Screenshot of the Converter Factory structural conversion construction interface.
Machine server generation of Inputs, Algorithm, and Output for converters defined via
the Converter Factory is fairly straightforward. The Machine defines no Inputs, and the
Machine Output is Custom. In the Machine Algorithm, the Machine's Raw Input XML
data is loaded, and if semantic conversion mappings have been defined, then each mapping
is applied to the Raw Input data via regular expressions. After semantic conversion, if
structural conversion behavior has been defined, then for each extraction value, values are
extracted from the converted Raw Input data, and then the extraction values are substituted
into the output template document. The converter specification for a simple test converter
Machine is included in Figure 8-8.
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<converter.1_specification.3>
<semantic.1_specification.3>
<mapping.2>
<type. 1>tag</type.1>
<tag.6>test</tag.6>
<attribute.1/>
<value.3>test.1</value.3>
</mapping.2>
</semantic.1_specification.3>
<structural.3_specification.3>
<value.3>
<name.1>x</name.1>
<pattern.5>
<also.1 mqlExtractionValue="x">*</also.1>
</pattern.5>
</value.3>
<template.1>
<data.1>
<value.3>single_output=x</value.3>
</data.1>
</template. 1>
</structural.3_specification.3>
</converter.1_specification.3>
Figure 8-8: Converter specification snippet generated by Converter Factory example from
Figure 8-7.
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Chapter 9
Administration
With the conclusion of Chapter 8 and the discussion of the common-case functionality and
data leveraging tools, the Web Machines platform from the perspective of the user and
developer is complete. From the perspective of the Web Machines administrator, however,
there are still significant gaps in achieving the following Chapter 2 application platform
concepts: allow different applications to run on different servers, can replicate remote servers
on intranet, allow multiple servers per application, and support local and remote application
execution. Administrators need a way to install new Machine servers on a Web Machines
realm, a way to setup new Machine realms on a private intranet, a way to transfer Machines
from one server to another to achieve load balancing, and a way to be able to run Machines
completely locally on an end-user's computer.
This chapter dicusses in detail how Web Machines incorporates each one of these concepts
into its design. In doing so, Web Machines is achieving something completely novel: it is
providing a remote server application system than can be deployed completely securely on
a private intranet. This allows organizations to maintain strict control over Web Machine
functionality, communication, and data. Web Machines extends this flexibility even further
by providing local Machine execution. This is also completely innovative: individual Web
Machines can be executed as-is either on remote Machine servers or on a user's personal
computer, whether for security, privacy, or performance reasons.
9.1 Machine Server Installation
The first major administration gap to address in Web Machines is Machine server instal-
lation. An organization might want to start a new public realm Machine server, the Data
Center might want to decrease its Machine server load by transferring some Machines to
new Machine servers, or a private organization might want to run a Machine server on its
own private intranet. In any of these scenarios, there needs to be a simple, quick process for
setting up a fully functional Machine server and registering it with a target realm's directory
server.
Web Machines fills this gap by providing extremely simple Machine server installation
packages for linux and Windows servers. The installation packages are available as ZIP
archives at http://machines.mit.edu/data/install/machineserver_linux.zip (or _windows for
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the Windows version). The installation process occurs in 3 basic steps:
1. User installs all prerequisite software packages:
* MySQL database [38]
* Apache web server [47]
* PHP5 and PHP configuration for Apache [42]
* Mono 1.8 or later [37] or .NET 2.0 or later [39]
2. User downloads Machine server install package, copies to target install directory, and
unpacks ZIP.
3. User runs install.py:
(a) install.py prompts user for MySQL database information: hostname, database,
user, and password.
(b) install.py writes database information to config file and imports Machine server
database infrastructure.
(c) install.py prompts user for target Web Machines install directories and Apache
server Web Machines webroot (e.g., "/var/www/html/machines" for a linux server).
(d) install.py writes file system infomation to config, copies Web Machines files to
installation directory, and copies all necessary web service scripts and config to
webroot location.
At this point, the Machine server is installed and supports all Machine server web services.
The only thing left for the administrator to do is to register their Machine server with an
existing Web Machine realm directory server. This is currently via e-mail as described in
the Web Machines environment admin control panel. To see the admin control panel, a user
must first check the "I am a Web Machines administrator" checkbox in their user settings.
Both the admin control panel and the user settings dialog are accessed via the main Web
Machines logo control panel menu. A screenshot of these interfaces is available in Figure
9-1.
9.2 Directory Server and Environment Distribution In-
stallation
If an organization wants to set up an entirely new Web Machines realm on their own private
intranet, then they need both their own Machine server(s) and their own directory server
and Web Machines environment distribution. Again, Web Machines provides simple installa-
tion packages for this at http://machines.mit.edu/data/install/directory-server-linux.zip (or
_windows for Windows installation). The installation process occurs in the exact same three
basic steps as Machine server installation. The process has the same software prerequisites,
and the installed database infrastructure and config is exactly the same. The only differences
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Figure 9-1: Screenshot of the Web Machines environment user settings dialog and admin
control panel.
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in the install process are that different web services are contained in the zip package, the
Web Machines environment application is included in the zip package and install.py copies it
and its supporting graphics files to the Machines webroot directory, and install.py writes the
directory server address to a javascript config file included in the Machines webroot. This
last step allows the Web Machines environment application to read in its directory server
address at run-time, allowing it to communicate with the directory server for things like user
login and retrieving the directory server's registered Machine servers.
9.3 Machine Server Transfer
In the scenario where a new Machine server is being introduced to handle additional load
from an existing, overworked Machine server, an administrator needs to be able to easily copy
Machines from one Machine server to another. This is accomplished in the Web Machines
environment admin control panel (screenshot available in Figure 9-1). The control panel's
underlying functionality is quite simple: it retrieves a full Machine entry from one Machine
server and then saves it to another. Because a seralized Machine entry does not contain a
Machine's actual library DLL, but rather the Algorithm code used to generate that DLL,
Machines built with Importer cannot be transferred this way, and instead must be transferred
more carefully by hand.
Using Machine server installation, Machine transfer, and the Machine environment's
capability to specify which Machine server a Web Machine execution invocation is sent to,
Web Machines administrators can introduce multiple Machine servers for a set of popular
Machines to decrease server load.
9.4 Local Machine Execution
The final administration gap in the Web Machines platform is the ability for users to run
Machines completely locally on their own computers, in addition to on remote Machine
servers. The basic premise of the Web Machines solution to this problem is just to have
users install and run their own Machine servers locally. The install process is meant to
be easy enough that setting up a local Machine server is not a difficult task. This does
require setting up an Apache/MySQL/PHP stack on the user's Machine, but the anticipated
users who desire local Machine execution are either technically proficient enough to do this
themselves, or have access to an administrator that can do this for them.
The difference between setting up a local Machine server and a standard Machine server
is in the registration process. Instead of the user registering their local server with the Ma-
chine realm's directory (which would give other users access to it), the local Machine server
address and webroot are configured directly into the user's account via the Web Machines
environment admin control panel. The local Machine server address is then automatically
appended onto any list of registered Machine servers that is returned from a directory server
query. Local Machines can also not be used in compositions, as other users will not have
access to the local Machines queried.
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Chapter 10
Evaluation
Evaluating an application framework like Web Machines is by nature a subjective process.
In order to structure and objectify this evaluation as much as possible, Web Machines'
performance is measured individually against each of the initial application platform goals
laid out in Chapter 1. On a per-goal basis, this measurement is still subjective, but Web
Machines solutions can additionally be compared conceptually to the successful application
platform solutions outlined in Chapter 2.
In summary, Web Machines is deemed a large success. It meets almost all of the ideal ap-
plication platform goals laid out in Chapter 1, and features many of the winning application
platform concepts from the platform analyis in Chapter 2. Web Machines also implements
and makes use of some extremely exciting new application platform concepts, such as gener-
alized visual composition and programming, implicit, high-level parallelization, support for
both remote and local application execution, semantic definition and understanding of appli-
cation inputs and outputs, implicit value passing via semantic communication, data-driven
control input, and editing and display of remote files.
10.1 Implementation
The Web Machines platform implementation used for evaluation (and described throughout
this thesis) is an implementation I have developed over the last year and half. All Machine
and directory server backend logic is written in C#, with each web service compiled into a
separate thin shell executable which links the core Web Machines libraries [51]. These exe-
cutables are invoked and passed parameters by a very thin PHP wrapper script that executes
on the Machine or directory server's web server [42]. All told, the backend implementation
consists of roughly 13,000 lines of code. The Web Machines environment web application
is written in Flex 3 and compiled into a Flash application [2]. It consists of approximately
11,000 lines of code. The basic MDI windowing functionality makes use of the flexmdi pack-
age in the open source flexlib library [22], the webPlatformContainer and htmlContainer
output protocol elements make use of drumbeatInsight's HTMLComponent library package
[31], the map GUI protocol elements make use of Google's open source Google Maps Flex
component [27], and the feedReader and simpleGallery output protocol elements are based
on modified versions of user-generated content published on Flex component blogs [8] [12].
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This implementation of the Web Machines platform is currently up-and-running as a pro-
totype public internet Web Machines realm. The realm's directory, single Machine server,
and Web Machines environment distribution are all hosted at http://machines.mit.edu.
http://machines.mit.edu also hosts the Machine server and directory server/environment dis-
tribution install packages as described in Chapter 9, though the current installation package
versions require the user to explicitly create the Web Machines and M Language databases
before the install script can automatically import table information and data.
10.2 User Goals
" personalized application platform instance: Web Machines allows for significant per-
sonalization. It features presence/absence of installed Machines, custom hierarchical
organization of the My Machines menu, desktop Machine shortcuts, visual arrange-
ment of running applications via the Machines environment MDI window system, and
visuals customization of both the desktop background and presence or absence of "Ex-
pert User" features. Web Machines also features a form of custom startup, in that
Web Machines environment sessions are shallowly stateful: the Machines running in
a user's environment when they logout are restarted in the same positions when they
log in next.
* easy application management: The main form of user application management is the
My Machines menu, a single, complete, customizable, hierarchical menu of all a user's
installed Machines. The My Machines menu is supplemented by custom, user-created
desktop Machine shortcuts for common Machine execution. Web Machines does not
feature a historical shortcut system, though if a Machine is truly popular for a partic-
ular user, they can just leave it running all the time, and have it started automatically
on login via shallowly stateful environment sessions.
* easy application discovery: Web Machines features extremely easy application discov-
ery. All Machines available on a Web Machines realm are browsable and search-able
by both name and tag in the Add Machine environment application. When any Ma-
chine is selected for potential install, all of its relevant metadata is displayed: name,
description, tags, rating, number of views, and user comments.
* universal application discovery: The Web Machines Add Machine application displays
all Machines available for installation on an entire Web Machines realm (all Machines
not currently denoted as "under construction"). Because there is a single Machines
realm for the public internet, and other Machine realms are meant to be private to
specific organizations, application discovery is completely universal.
* easy application installation: Machine installation via the Add Machine application is
a one-click, no configuration, no setup process.
* easy application versioning: Currently, Web Machines has no versioning support what-
soever.
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* rich GUI experience: Web Machines does not support truly general GUI definition
via arbitrary frontend code. Instead, it offers an HTML/MXML-like GUI specifica-
tion system which allows users to create a large range of custom GUIs via hierarchical
organization of standard components [3]. The standard components libraries for both
input and output interfaces are reasonably large, featuring both simple building block
components like layout containers and text inputs, and complex, fully featured GUI
components like maps and lists. Individual components can be highly interactive,
and simple to moderate whole-interface level interaction can be achieved via output
protocol actions. If the standard Web Machines GUI framework is not sufficient, html-
Container output protocol elements can be used to render arbitrary HTML markup
or webPlatformContainer elements can be used to encapsulate whole web applications
with arbitrary interfaces.
* appealing UI: Subjectively, based on input from myself and other members of the MIT
Data Center, the Web Machines environment application is very aesthetically pleasing.
* high performance applications: The Web Machines application platform is very fast,
and supports several high performance features. First, all backend Machine code is pre-
compiled in high performance .NET languages, and this Algorithm code can include
any low-level parallelization techniques that the user defines. Second, Web Machine
networks further support implicit, high-level parallelization of network node executions,
including across remote Machine invocation.
Finally, remote Machine server execution frees up client resources and allows for execu-
tion on high-performance Machine servers. Machine servers can be kept from overload
by installing and registering additional Machine servers on a given Machines realm. If
Machine server load is still an issue, or if the two network latency delays involved in
sending input data and receiving output data are too slow, Machines can instead be
run locally on a user's own computer after minimal local Machine server setup.
* seamless update process: The update process for the Web Machines application plat-
form is completely seamless. The environment application is retrieved fresh from a
directory server distribution whenever the user loads the environment URL in their
browser, and the Machine server and directory server web services invoke the latest
web service executables whenever they are executed.
10.3 Developer Goals
* general development by skilled programmers: Web Machines supports completely gen-
eral backend logic code. Arbitrary straight-line code can be entered directly in the Web
Machines environment, or the Web Machines Execution Library can be downloaded
and a MachineBase derived class coded directly, using arbitrary supporting libraries if
necessary. Machine data interfaces can also be defined entirely generally in Algorithm
code via Custom Machine Output processing and direct access to Individual Inputs
and Raw Input data with the _Machine IMachine interface.
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Machine GUI interfaces are not entirely general, but users can specify rich and varied
GUI experiences as outlined in the rich GUI experience goal discussion above.
Also, because Machines support the notion of data-driven control path input, develop-
ers are able to create Machines which drive other Machines similarly to user input.
* rapid development by skilled programmers: The Web Machines platform has a large
number of features that promote rapid Machine development. First and foremost, Web
Machines supports Machine composition, both programmatic and visual. The visual
composition system is general in the sense that arbitrary Machines can be composed
into networks, and those network Machines can then be used in larger networks, etc..
The visual composition system additionally supports visual configuration via node
inputs and full visual programming via a large number of "programming" node types
that perform selection, iteration, and side effects. Web Machines also provides a simple,
intuitive specification system for GUI definition. These specifications can be written
by hand or defined visually in the Composer visual composition application, and can
include powerful and complex graphical elements like maps and text editors. For simple
Machines, this whole process can be omitted, and Web Machines will instead generate
a basic default GUI for a Machine that provides direct setting of input data and simple
display of output data.
If a user instead decides to code a Web Machine directly, they are able to take full
advantage of all the existing .NET code libraries available, including them in with
their Machine definition via the Importer environment application. This coding can
also be done in rich programming IDEs that increase developer efficiency. Web Ma-
chines also allows developers to avoid the menial, same-across-all-application tasks of
input and output processing, instead providing the Machine Inputs and Output frame-
work. This includes handling of non-string value types via data format validation and
interpretation.
* effective construction by non- and semi-programmers: Web Machines supports multi-
ple visual tools for letting semi- and non-programmers create Machines without writing
any program code at all. Converter Factory creates data format converter Machines,
Wrapper wraps current HTML page scrapes and web service invocations, and Com-
poser supports entirely general visual composition of existing Machines into intuitive
networks. Composer further lets users visually define Machine GUI interfaces, and lets
users visually configure new or existing Machine networks with specific parameters via
node inputs in the Machine network itself. Composer does not require individual in-
put/output value wiring, either, instead using simple single edge relationships between
nodes, and letting the Machine network's implicit semantic communication pass values
appropriately for the user.
Additionally, Web Machines takes care of all Machine backend logic input and output
processing and XML handling via Machine Inputs and Output processing, allowing
semi-programmers to write simple Algorithm code without having to deal with these
potentially complicated tasks. Semi-programmers can even express richly complex
input processing requirements via intuitive EMQL pattern matching, and not have to
write any code whatsoever.
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* leveraging of existing functionality and data: Web Machines supports leveraging of
in-platform functionality via Machine composition, both programmatic and visual.
Functionality from outside the platform can be leveraged in one of two ways. In
the first, an existing application is invoked by the Algorithm code of a "wrapping"
Machine, which can additionally wrap the application's input and output values in
Machine Inputs and Output, fully integrating it into the Web Machines platform.
The Wrapper environment application automates this process for the common cases of
HTML page scrapes and web service invocation. The second out-platform leveraging
solution is to use a webPlatformContainer output protocol element in a Machine to
fully encapsulate an arbitrary web application inside the Web Machines environment.
Existing XML data can also be leveraged via conversion to the M Language. The
Converter Factory environment application automates this process for both semantic
and structural conversion. Web Machine does not currently have automated solutions
for converting non-XML data to M, though this functionality can obviously be custom-
coded into a Machine by a user.
* simple application publication: Web Machine publication is accomplished by a single
one-click Save of the Machine from its editing menu with its "under construction" flag
unset.
* extensibility: While the Web Machines application platform itself is not extensible
or open source, individual Web Machines are entirely extensible and open source.
Users can fully view any Machine's Input, Algorithm, Output, input protocol, output
protocol, or alternative specification, if present, and users can copy a Machine in its
entirety for modification or extension. User can also use any published Machine in
any of their compositions, programmatic or visual. A Machine's backend logic is also
completely separate from its frontend interface, so a developer could concievably build
a custom GUI for a particular Machine's RunMachine web service invocation removed
from the Web Machines environment application entirely.
* monetizable applications: Web Machines does not currently have any monetization
system.
10.4 Administrator Goals
* easy platform installation: Web Machines environment installation is trivial, involving
only a single-form new account creation process. Machine server and directory server
installation is also extremely simple, involving only downloading a single installation
package and then running an install script with only a few user prompts.
* ability to run platform on private intranet: By installing a directory server and then
installing and registering a Machine server, an organization can create an entire, fully
functional Web Machines realm on their own private intranet.
* ability to scale performance of platform: Organizations can easily scale performance
of a Web Machines realm by creating and registering new Machine servers for that
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realm. These new servers can host disjoint sets of Machines, or administrators can
copy overloading Machines to them from existing servers.
10.5 Summary
Overall, Web Machines is deemed a large success. It meets almost all of the ideal applica-
tion platform goals laid out in Chapter 1, and encompasses many of the concepts from the
successful platform analysis in Chapter 2. Web Machines also implements and makes use of
some extremely exciting new application platform concepts: generalized visual composition,
visual programming, implicit, high-level parallelization (including across remote invocation),
support for both remote and local application execution, semantic definition and understand-
ing of application inputs and outputs, implicit value passing via semantic communication,
data-driven control input, and editing and display of remote files. Subjectively, the platform
has also been easy and enjoyable to use as both an application developer and user.
There are some missing features from Web Machines, however, and they are brought to
light by the goals analysis above:
* The Web Machines environment does not feaure historical Machine shortcuts.
* Web Machines has no versioning system whatsoever.
* There is no support for truly general GUI coding.
* The Converter Factory only operates on XML data formats.
* Web Machines has no monetization systems in place.
Preliminary solutions to these problems, as well designs for some additional features
meant to increase Web Machines' usability, are the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 11
Future Work
There is a lot of work still left to be done on the Web Machines application platform.
As discussed in the previous chapter's evaluation, Web Machines has no versioning system
whatsoever, the GUI framework does not support truly general GUI coding, the Converter
Factory only operates on XML data formats, and Web Machines has no monetization system
in place. The sections of this chapter provide preliminary designs for solutions to each of
these known issues, and then move on to discuss additional features that would increase Web
Machines usability: Machine network correctness checking, automatic web service Wrapper
generation, support for local Web Machines data, and the introduction of an embeddable
Web Machines Player.
In addition to these specific Web Machines design issues, Web Machines also needs a
complete security overhaul. Right now, it is effectively one giant security hole for Machine
server administrators, with developers able to run completely arbitrary code on Machine
servers. For the first version of Web Machines, this issue has been ignored, but moving
forward, some form of sandboxing framework for Machine server execution will be extremely
necessary.
11.1 Versioning
Currently, the Web Machines platform does not support any form of Machine versioning.
The proposed design for incorporating versioning centers around three main concepts:
* Every single Machine has a version number. This version number is conceptually part
of its name, and is required whenever that Machine is executed.
* Whenever an existing Machine is modified and saved, the Machine is actually copied
and assigned an incremented version number.
* The Composer stores each Machine node's specific version number as part of the gen-
erated network specification.
Using this design, every Machine has multiple versions, each of which is saved to a
Machine server. Users can install, use, or compose these specific Machine versions explicitly.
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Composition dependencies are worked out automatically, because compositional execution
now requires a Machine version number, and all Machine versions are available for execution.
The Composer facilitates this process by taking a version "snapshot" at save time for all
Machine node versions that aren't specifically set by the user, setting them statically to the
save-time-latest Machine version.
11.2 GUI Framework
Currently, Web Machines does not support truly general GUI definition. Instead, it offers
the input/output protocol specification system, allowing users to compose arbitrary arrange-
ments of standard UI components, and supporting limited interface interaction via output
actions. One simple solution for improving the range of Uls possible is to allow developers to
create and submit new input and output protocol elements to the Web Machines platform.
Unfortunately, the submission process would require human oversight, and the integration
of the components into the GUI framework would have to be done by hand by Data Center
developers.
The real solution for supporting truly general GUI definition is for Web Machines to allow
developers to create complete, custom Machine execution interfaces for their Machines. This
would be possible by distributing a standard execution interface base class to developers,
similar to the Importer MachineBase class, and having developers derive a subtybe of this
class that compiles into a stand-alone Flex Module [2]. This module could then be uploaded
to a Machine's server and served out on the internet, with a URL for the module stored in
the Machine's server entry. When a user would try and display a Machine with a custom
interface, the Web Machines environment would read the entry's UI URL, dynamically load
the execution interface module, and display the interface in the Machine's window. The in-
terface module would have to correctly produce RunMachine input data and display Machine
output data, but could do so in entirely arbitrary and complex ways.
11.3 Converter Factory
Currently, the Web Machines environment Converter Factory application only converts XML
data formats to the M Language. The Converter Factory could be easily extended, however,
to handle either JSON or character-delimited values (CSV) data [10] [46]. In both cases,
the incoming data would be put through a pre-processing stage in which it is converted to
equivalent XML, then semantic and structural conversion could proceed as normal.
For JSON data, this pre-processing stage is fairly simple. There are several JSON libraries
available for C# [32], so the only additional functionality would be in producing a set of
XML production rules for each of JSON's basic types: number, string, boolean, array, object,
and null. Object key/value pairs easily map to XML nodes and their values, arrays map to
lists of sibling nodes, and numbers, strings, booleans, and nulls map to string data in XML
node values.
Character-delimited value data conversion would be even simpler, requiring only the
exploding of values into sets of repeating XML nodes in the standard M Language table
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idiom. These nodes would be given names defined by the data's header row column names,
or assigned default names "coll", "col2", etc., if a data header row was not provided.
11.4 Monetization
The Web Machines platform does not currently have any monetization systems in place.
Purchasing or subscription systems would be almost impossible, as Machines are entirely
open-source by design. The most likely successful monetization system would therefore be
via advertising. First, the Web Machines environment content sidebar would be modified to
display a small set of advertisements that are refreshed over time, similar to Google or Face-
book sidebar advertisements. Machine usage would then be tracked across Machine realm
users, so that the advertising money generated by the platform ads could be appropriately
redistributed to Machine authors.
11.5 Machine Network Correctness
Currently, Machine networks are composed by hand, and errors in node output-to-input
interfaces are not detected programmatically. Interface correctness verification could be
achieved, however, via a system of conservative dummy data selection. The basic design
would be for every single Machine node to have dummy input data generated for it by its
parent nodes, according to a set of generation rules outlined below. The tested Machine
node would then perform Input EMQL selection on the dummy data as normal. If values
were successfully selected, then the edges incoming to that node would be deemed correct.
If all edges in the network were correct, then the network would be deemed correct. The
dummy output generation rules would be as follows:
* A parent node with Template Output generates its Template document as Raw Input
data intact (including all "single_output" and "arrayoutput" markers).
* A parent node with Output as Modification generates the same input data that was
generated for it as Raw Input data.
* A parent node with Custom Output generates an empty data document as Raw Input
data.
* Multiple parent nodes have their dummy data merged together as in normal Machine
network execution.
* Machine node inputs supplying static values for Machine execution are merged into
dummy data Individual Inputs as normal.
Any EMQL Input processing which relies on individual Raw Input data node values, and
not just node names, would fail automatically.
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The dummy data selection system described works because the semantic and structural
format of a Machine's output data is completely predetermined for Template Output Ma-
chines; only individual node values are unknown until execution. Similarly, Output as Mod-
ification Machines do not change the semantic and structural format of incoming data at all,
only changing individual node values. Because EMQL Input processing effectively selects out
incoming data with the correct semantic meaning, successful EMQL selection denotes correct
interface value communication. The system is overly conservative, as Custom Output Ma-
chines generate no dummy input data and EMQL queries relying on unknown execution-time
node values fail, but if developers stick to the promoted Template and Output as Modifi-
cation Outputs, as well as "tag"-style EMQL queries, this correctness verification scheme
would become much more accurate.
11.6 Automatic Web Service Wrapper Generation
Currently, the Web Machines environment Wrapper application only wraps simple web ser-
vices that are interacted with via individual GET and POST parameters. In practice, there
are also many web services available on the internet that are instead based around more
complex message passing schemes like SOAP [29]. These types of web services accept XML
messages that detail an operation to execute and the data to execute on, and return XML
messages with produced output data. The operations that these web services can perform
and the type and structure of input data that the operations require are usually specified in
interface description documents written in the Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
[5]. In an ideal setting, a developer could provide the URL to such a WSDL document to
the Wrapper application, and Wrapper could construct an appropriate wrapping Machine
automatically without further user interaction or explicitly defining Machine Inputs.
The key to supporting automatic WSDL Wrapper support is in understanding the con-
ceptual information represented in WSDL documents. Essentially, WSDL documents consist
of three kinds of definitions :"messages", "message patterns", and "operations". Messages
define the structured XML envelopes of defined data type values that are passed to and from
the web service in question. In the basic case, the data types used in these envelopes are sim-
ple: strings, numbers, dates, etc. Message passing patterns specify the sequence of different
messages types passed back and forth to the web service during web service invocation. In
the basic case, a standard "in-out" meessage pattern specifies that a single message is passed
to the web service, and a single message is passed back to the invoker. Operations define
an operation the web service can perform. They provide a well-known operation name, a
message passing pattern, and a definition of each message used in that pattern.
Conceptually, supporting a basic WSDL extension to Wrapper for in-out message pat-
terns, basic message data types, and a particular operation name is therefore quite simple.
A Machine Input can be generated for each data value required in the web service's input
message, the Algorithm can structure these values into the defined XML message envelope
format and send it to the web service operation for processing, and a Custom Machine Out-
put can display the results. The actual web service message creation and service invocation
can be handled simply in the Machine environment code by available C# WSDL libraries.
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11.7 Local Data
While the goal of Web Machines was to be the ideal application platform, not an ideal data
storage platform, many users are more comfortable with the idea of local data storage than
they are with remote data storage and modification. Therefore, Web Machines could be
extended to support a "local data" idiom.
The basic outline of the local data solution for Web Machines is based around encoding
local data into the Static Input of a Machine instance. In summary, Web Machines would
provide a standard "Local Data" Machine that users could install. The Local Data Machine
would have only a single "local data" Input, and a Custom Output. At execution time, the
Local Data Machine would just return its extracted local data Input value. The Local Data
Machine would use the default Machine GUI.
Under this scheme, a user could create a new local data file by installing a new instance
of the Local Data Machine. At display time, the user would be able to view the Machine's
local data in the default GUI's output text area, as the local data encoded in the instance's
"local data" Static Input would be returned by Machine execution. The user could edit the
Machine's local data by editing its "local data" Input's Static value in the Static Inputs con-
figuration interface. The local data could then be read in any form of Machine composition
(Network or otherwise), solely by executing the particular Machine instance (which would
read in its local data via Static Inputs and then directly output it).
To implement this local data system, the only Web Machines changes necessary would
be to support multiple Machine instances per Machine for a single user, and to allow specific
Machine instance execution in programmatic (and therefore visual) composition.
11.8 The Web Machines Player
Currently, Web Machines can only be displayed, executed, and interacted with inside the
Web Machines environment application. In order to help promote Web Machines usage, as
well as allow Web Machines to have impact in existing web applications and sites, a separate
Web Machines Player Flex application could be introduced.
The Web Machines Player would be a stripped-down version of the Machine environment
Display Machine application (the application that renders a Machine's interfaces, and com-
municates with the RunMachine web service). The WM Player's Display Machine version
would still contain the Web Machines logo menu, but would only include the execution and
metadata interfaces. It would operate on a Machine, not a Machine instance, and would
therefore have all Static Input-related functionality removed. The WM Player application
would also be packaged with a simple Javascript script that would make a call into the com-
piled Flash application, causing it to load a particular Machine from a provided Machine
server.
Web developers could then integrate Web Machines directly into their web applications
and sites just by including the WM Player Flash application in their HTML markup, and
making a single javascript call to load a particular Machine.
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Chapter 12
Conclusion
In today's world, computer application platforms are becoming increasingly important in
terms of both appliction end-user experience and application developer experience. There
are many application platforms available, some of which have become extremely successful,
but none of which is perfect or ideal.
In this thesis, I have described the architecture, design, and implementation of Web
Machines, a new application platform I have developed that attempts to achieve this ideal
standard. In order to better define the standard, I developed a set of 20 different specific goal
criteria for platform end-user experience, developer experience, and administrator experience,
and analyzed how five different currently successful application platforms achieve those goals.
These goals and winning application platform concepts in a large part motivated the
architecture and design of Web Machines. The end result is a hybrid remote server/local
client application platform that supports construction and execution of applications called
Machines. Machine backend logic can be executed either remotely on registered Machine
servers, or locally on a user's own private Machine server. Machine frontend interfaces are
rendered and used in a rich, desktop-like MDI web application called the Web Machines
environment. Machines are defined formally by specified Inputs, Output, and arbitrary
.NET Algorithm code, and an Input and Output processing system is in place meant to
speed up Machine development as much as possible.
One of the biggest focuses and achievements of Web Machines is its generalized visual
composition, configuration, and programming framework, based on the Composer environ-
ment application and the Machine Network specification. These Networks can be drawn
visually by users as simple graphs with nodes as execution logic and edges as output-to-
input relationships. The graphs are then used to generate Machines available to other users
for execution and further composition. Networks pass values implicitly via semantic commu-
nication, and are implicitly parallelized, including across remote network Machine invocation.
Web Machines also defines a significant GUI framework for frontend Machine interfaces
that allows rapid specification-based or visual-based definition. GUI user interaction can also
be generated programmatically via other Machines in a concept called data-driven control
input.
Finally, Web Machines defines several tools for leveraging existing applications and data
from outside the Web Machines framework, and provides easy install packages for all infras-
tructure systems.
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At completion, Web Machines is deemed a great success. It meets almost all of the ideal
application platform goals, and encompasses many successful platform winning concepts.
While there are gaps in goal achievement, each of these gaps has a planned solution and pre-
liminary design laid out. Web Machines also implements and makes use of some extremely
exciting new application platform concepts: generalized visual composition, visual program-
ming, implicit, high-level parallelization (including across remote invocation), support for
both remote and local application execution, semantic definition and understanding of ap-
plication inputs and output, implicit value passing via semantic communication, data-driven
control input, and editing and display of remote files.
While the current Web Machines application platform is only a prototype, the MIT Data
Center plans to continue its development, eventually promoting it to the public at large as
a viable and exciting new application platform.
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Appendix A
M Language Data Formats
Type
string
boolean
enumeration
integer
float
image
Description
the formatted data is an arbi-
trary string
the formatted data is in
{ "True", "true", "False",
"false" }
the formatted data is a string
from a predefined set
the formatted data is an integer
the formatted data is a float
the formatted data is either a
URI for an image hosted on the
internet, or a base 64-encoded
string representation of the im-
age
Constraint
a perl-style regular expression defining the
form of the data value
none
the set of possible data values
a valid numeric range for the data value,
in the form il <= x <= i2 for integers il
and i2
a valid numeric range for the data value,
in the form fl <= x <= f2 for floats fl
and f2
none
Table A.1: M Language data formats.
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Appendix B
Machine Entry Specification
<machine.9>
<metadata.1>
<id.2>_Machine server entry ID_</id.2>
<name.l>_Machine name_</name.1>
<description.2>_Machine description_</description.2>
<machine.9_server.2_address.3>
_address of Machine server hosting this Machine_
</machine.9_server.2_address.3>
<user.3>
_Machine builder's user specification
</user.3>
<view.1_number.3>_number of Machine views_</view.1number.3>
<rating.3>_current average Machine rating_</rating.3>
<rating.3_number.3>_number of Machine ratings_</rating.3_number.3>
<image.2>
<id.2>_Machine image ID_</id.2>
<file.3_name.l>_Machine image file (from known set)_</file.3_name.1>
</image.2>
<tags.6>
<tag.6>_Machine tag_</tag.6>
</tags.6>
<under_construction.l>
if Machine is still under construction_
</under_construction.1>
<hidden.3_algorithm.1>
_if Machine has proprietary algorithm_
</hidden.3_algorithm.1>
<raw.1_input.2_required.1>
_if Machine requires Raw Input data_
</raw. 1_input.2_required.1>
<comments.2>
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<comment.2>
<id.2>_comment ID_</id.2>
<subject.9>_comment subject__</subject.9>
<body.6>_comment body_</body.6>
<create.1_time.6>_comment creation time_</create.1_time.6>
<user.3>
_comment author's user specification_
</user.3>
</comment.2>
</comments.2>
</metadata. 1>
<alternative.3_specification.3>
_network specification, converter specification, wrapper
specification, or importer specification_
</alternative_specification.3>
<inputs.5>
<input.5>
<name.l>_Input name_</name.1>
<EMQL.l_query.3>
_one of Input's EMQL queries_
</EMQL.l_query.3>
<default.2_value.3>_Input's default value_</default.2_value.3>
<set.5_value.3>_hardwired Input value, if present_</set.5_value.3>
</input.5>
</inputs.5>
<output.7>
<template.1>
_Machine Output template_
</template.1> OR
<output_as_modification.1/> OR
<custom.1_output.2/>
</output.7>
<algorithm.1_language.4>[c_sharp, visual_basic]</algorithm.1_language.4>
<algorithm.1>
<![CDATA[
_Machine Algorithm code_
1]>
</algorithm.1>
<support.8_libraries.4>
_semicolon-delimited list of required
libraries for imported Machine libraries_
</support.8_libraries.4>
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<input_protocol.l>
_Machine input interface specification_
</input_protocol.1>
<output_protocol.l>
_Machine output interface specification_
</output_protocol.l>
</machine.9>
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Appendix C
Discrete Event Simulation Machine
Example
This appendix outlines an extended Machine network construction example in order to help
highlight the Machine construction process. The example Machine is a simplified discrete
event simulation engine, and it is fully defined visually within the Web Machine environment
Composer application.
C.1 The Application
The example application being constructed is a simplified discrete event simulation engine.
The user enters in a number of "players", and these players are initialized to exist in a
one-dimensional space. The simulation engine then executes a random number of times, and
at each iteration, an event is read off of a central event queue, causing a player to move, a
player to get eaten, or the simulation to end. After the appropriate event action is taken, a
new random event is generated and added into the queue for future processing. Thus, the
simulation runs for a random number of iterations, continually causing players to move or
get eaten.
C.2 The Machine
A screenshot of the discrete event simulation Machine loaded into Composer is included
in Figure C-1. The network consists of 5 top-level nodes: a vBox_input, a labelinput, a
textInputinput, a for loop, and a while loop, with the for loop connected to the while loop
by an edge. The three input nodes define the simulation engine's simple execution interface
(screenshot in Figure C-2), the for loop initializes the simulation players, and the while loop
runs the simulation proper.
The initialization for loop has four node inputs: its starting index (loopindexstart), its
ending index (loopindexend), its index increment (loop_indexincrement), and its output
flag (outputflag). These inputs are set to the following values: static "0", EMQL query
"player.3 number.10", static "1", and static "mergediterations". This causes the for loop
to loop from 0 to the incoming "player.3number.10" value in increments of 1, merging each
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Figure C-1: Screenshot of ex
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achine loaded into Com
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Figure C-2: Screenshot of example discrete event simulation Machine's execution interface.
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"player.3_number.10", static "1", and static "mergediterations". This causes the for loop
to loop from 0 to the incoming "player.3_number.10" value in increments of 1, merging each
iteration's output to form the final node output document. The execution interface text input
element's text binding is also given the value "player.3_number. 10", causing the text input
value to be passed implicitly to the for loop's ending index. The initialization for loop also
contains a single node in its loop network: an "InitializePlayer" Machine, which outputs a
simple "<data.l><position.6>0</position.6></data. 1>" document. Because the for loop
is merging iteration outputs, all of these "position.6" elements are merged together, forming
a single output document with a number of positions equal to the number of players the
user entered into the execution interface. These position elements are used to represent the
simulation players.
The simulation while loop also has four node inputs: the while relationship testing inputs
(loopvalue, operation, and test_value), and its output flag. These inputs are given the values
EMQL query "goalachieved", static "!=", static "true", and static "lastiteration" (note
that "goalachieved" should be moved to an M Language noun phrase). Because the initial
input to the simulation while loop is a list of "position.6" elements representing players, no
"goalachieved" element will be found, and loop execution will occur.
The simulation while loop body has three important areas. The first is the popqueue
node in the top left of the loop canvas. This node pops an event off of the "events" event
queue and names it "event.1". This data is then passed into the second loop area, the
command-processing structure, which is defined by an if-else node branching to four different
execution nodes. Each of the if-else node's branch node input triplets, (ifvalue, operation,
testvalue), is set to (EMQL query "event.1", static "==", and static "move", "eat", "goal",
or "else"), respectively. Thus, the if-else node is passed the event popped off by the popqueue
node, and tests if it is equal to "move", "event", or "goal". If it is, then the corresponding
first, second, or third network branches are selected, else the fourth branch is selected.
Each of these if-else branches performs a corresponding action. The "move" branch is
connected to a "MovePlayer" Machine node, the "eat" branch is connected to an "EatPlayer"
Machine node, the "goal" branch is connected to a continue-assignment-continue triangle
discussed later, and the "else" branch is connected to a single continue node. In a real
simulation engine, the MovePlayer and EatPlayer Machines could arbitrarily interact with
their position list input data to implement interesting move and eat patterns. For this
simple example, MovePlayer just selects one player's position at random and increments it
by one, and EatPlayer just selects one player's position at random and removes it. The
"goal" command branch consists of two continue nodes and an assignment node connected
as { (cl, a), (a, c2), (cl, c2)}, with the assignment node assigning a "goalachieved" value of
"true".
The final while loop area is a separate, parallel pair of nodes in the bottom left that
generates event queue events. The first node is a "GenerateRandomEvent" Machine node,
and the second is a pushqueue node. The GenerateRandomEvent Machine produces two
random output data child values: a "time.5" time value, and an "event.1" event value.
Correspondingly, the pushqueue node selects out its key and value as "time.5" and "event.1",
and pushes these onto the "events" event queue.
All together, the while loop has the following simulation behavior:
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(a) If the event is a "move" event, then a player is moved via the MovePlayer branch.
The modified player position data will be carried though as the current iteration's
output data into the next iteration's input data.
(b) If the event is an "eat" event, then a player is eaten via the EatPlayer branch.
The modified player position data will again be carried through as the current
iteration's output data into the next iteration's input data.
(c) If the event is a "goal" event, the player position data will continue through to
the next iteration's input merged with a goalachieved "true" value that will halt
while loop execution.
(d) If there is no event because the initial loop iteration's pop queue node was executed
before its push queue node, then position data just continues on to the next
iteration (when an event queue event will be present).
3. A new event is generated by GenerateRandomEvent and pushed onto the central event
queue.
While this example Machine is overly simplified (especially with respect to events being
generated at random times, not random increasing times to denote time progression), it
still is of value as a demonstration of Composer application construction. With very little
work, and with no program code whatsoever, the example Machine actually initializes and
executes a simple discrete event simulation engine. The ability to perform construction in
this manner is a novel and innovative application platform achievement.
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Appendix D
GUI Framework Elements
D.1 Input Protocol Elements
The Flex language graphical components in parentheses in each entry's component descrip-
tion specify the top level Flex component used in the implementation of the protocol element.
Input protocol elements accept all the same properties and styles as their top-level Flex com-
ponents.
* canvas:
GUI Component: absolute position layout container (Canvas)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: Container - none.
* comboBox:
GUI Component: drop-down selection input (ComboBox)
Bindings: selectedltem, comboltemsData
Generated Data: Drop-down options are populated via CSV values encoded into the
comboItemsData binding. Selected item is enclosed in selectedltem binding tags and
added to Raw Input data.
* dateChooser:
GUI Component: calendar chooser input (DateChooser)
Bindings: date, month, year
Generated Data: Selected date, month, and year are enclosed in date, month, and year
binding tags, respectively, and added to Raw Input data.
* defaultInput:
GUI Component: special (ViewStack)
Bindings: none
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Generated Data: As discussed in Chapter 7, the defaultInput element provides a form
interface for either directly setting each Machine Input's value via Individual Inputs
data or providing an entire data document for Raw Input data processing.
* flowBox:
GUI Component: horizontal flow-based layout container (flexlib:FlowBox)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: Container - none.
* hBox:
GUI Component: horizontal layout container (HBox)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: Container - none.
* hRule:
GUI Component: horizontal line (HRule)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: None.
* image:
GUI Component: static image (flexlib:Base64Image)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: None.
* label:
GUI Component: single-line static text (Label)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: None.
* list:
GUI Component: list chooser input (List)
Bindings: selectedItem, listItemsData
Generated Data: List options are populated via CSV values encoded into the listltems-
Data binding. Selected item is enclosed in selectedItem binding tags and added to Raw
Input data.
* map:
GUI Component: graphical map interface (maps:Map)
Bindings: points, lat, long
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Generated Data: Whenever a user double-clicks on the map interface, a map marker is
created. At data generation time, each of these created markers is encoded into a point
XML node and added to Raw Input data. The point node's name is defined by the
points binding, and the point node's children are the marker's latitude and longitude
enclosed in lat and long tags, respectively.
* menuBar:
GUI Component: drop-down menu bar interface (MenuBar)
Bindings: command, menuData
Generated Data: Menu bar options are defined by the XML encoded into the menuData
binding. Option labels are defined by "label" attributes in these data nodes, and
commands are defined by "command" attributes. At data generation time, the selected
menu option's command is enclosed in command bindings tags and added to Raw Input
data.
* richTextEditor:
GUI Component: right text editor interface (fc:HTML)
Bindings: htmlText
Generated Data: User input text is encoded as HTML markup, enclosed in htmlText
binding tags, and added to Raw Input data.
* tabNavigator:
GUI Component: tab navigation viewstack (TabNavigator)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: Container - none.
* text:
GUI Component: single line static text (Text)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: None.
* textInput:
GUI Component: single-line text input (TextInput)
Bindings: text
Generated Data: User input text is enclosed in text binding tags and added to Raw
Input data.
* textArea:
GUI Component: multi-line text input (TextArea)
Bindings: text
Generated Data: User input text is enclosed in text binding tags and added to Raw
Input data.
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* textAreaAll:
GUI Component: multi-line text input (TextArea)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: User input text must be XML. At data generation time, all root
children of user input XML are added to Raw Input Data.
* vAccordion:
GUI Component: vertical accordion viewstack (flexlib:VAccordion)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: Container - none.
* vBox:
GUI Component: vertical layout container (VBox)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: None.
* viewStack:
GUI Component: viewstack (ViewStack)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: Container - none.
* vRule:
GUI Component: vertical line (VRule)
Bindings: none
Generated Data: None.
D.2 Output Protocol Elements
The Flex language graphical components in parentheses in each entry's component descrip-
tion specify the top level Flex component used in the implementation of the protocol element.
Output protocol elements accept all the same properties and styles as their top-level Flex
components.
A binding output data child is defined as a Machine output data's root node child that
has the same name as the value of binding. Elements which feature "plurals"-style multiple
output data children selection can also specify a binding value of "all" to select all output
data children, regardless of node name.
canvas:
GUI Component: absolute position layout container (Canvas)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Container - none.
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. comboBox:
GUI Component: drop-down selection display (ComboBox)
Bindings: comboltems
Displayed Data: Drop-down options are populated with comboltems output data chil-
dren.
* dataGrid:
GUI Component: datagrid display (DataGrid)
Bindings: dataItems
Displayed Data: Datagrid rows are populated with dataltems output data children.
Grid columns are defined for the union of all dataltems node key/value pairs (child
nodes).
* dateChooser:
GUI Component: calendar display (DateChooser)
Bindings: date, month, year
Displayed Data: The calendar's selected date, month, and year are set to the date,
month, and year output data children, respectively.
* feedReader:
GUI Component: web feed reader interface (Accordion)
Bindings: feed Url
Displayed Data: Feed reader is loaded with the feed data loicated at the feed Url output
data child URL.
* flowBox:
GUI Component: horizontal flow-based layout container (flexlib:FlowBox)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Container - none.
* hBox:
GUI Component: horizontal layout container (HBox)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Container - none.
* htmlContainer:
GUI Component: rendered HTML markup container (fc:HTML)
Bindings: htmlText
Displayed Data: HTML markup is read from htmlText output data child and rendered
faithfully.
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* hRule:
GUI Component: horizontal line (HRule)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: None.
* image:
GUI Component: image (flexlib:Base64Image)
Bindings: source
Displayed Data: If the source output data child is a valid base64-encoded image string,
then the image is loaded directly from this value, else the output data child is inter-
preted as an image URL and the image is read from its remote location.
* label:
GUI Component: single-line static text (Label)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: None.
* list:
GUI Component: list chooser display (List)
Bindings: listItems
Displayed Data: List options are populated with listltems output data children.
* listContainer:
GUI Component: list of (title, body) text items (VBox)
Bindings: items, title, body
Displayed Data: items output data children are loaded as list container items. Each
item's title is set to the corresponding items node's title child, and its body is set to
the corresponding node's body child.
* map:
GUI Component: graphical map interface (maps:Map)
Bindings: points, address, lat, long, info
Displayed Data: points output data children are loaded for display as markers on
the map interface. If a points node has an address child, then this value is used to
geocode the point's location. Else the point's location is read directly from lat and
long children. If an additional info child is present, then its value used to populate the
generated marker's click-popup text.
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* simpleGallery:
GUI Component: simple photo gallery interface (TileList)
Bindings: images, title, thumbnaillmage, fulllmage
Displayed Data: images output data children are loaded for display as gallery images.
Each images node's title, thumbnaillmage, and fulllmage children are used to set the
image's title, thumbnail image, and full-zoomed image, respectively.
* tabNavigator:
GUI Component: tab navigation viewstack (TabNavigator)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Container - none.
* vBox:
GUI Component: vertical layout container (VBox)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Container - none.
* vAccordion:
GUI Component: vertical accordion viewstack (flexlib:VAccordion)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Container - none.
* text:
GUI Component: single-line text area (Text)
Bindings: text
Displayed Data: Text value is set to text output data child.
* textArea:
GUI Component: multi-line text area (TextArea)
Bindings: text
Displayed Data: Text value is set to text output data child.
* textAreaAll:
GUI Component: multi-line text area (TextArea)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Text value is set to entire output data string.
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* viewStack:
GUI Component: viewStack (ViewStack)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: Container - none.
* vRule:
GUI Component: horizontal line (HRule)
Bindings: none
Displayed Data: None.
* webPlatformContainer:
GUI Component: enclosed browser content container (fc:HTML)
Bindings: source
Displayed Data: Web content specified by source output data child URL is loaded into
container.
D.3 Action Protocol Elements
A binding output data child is defined as a Machine output data's root node child that has
the same name as the value of binding.
* alert:
Bindings: alertText
Behavior: "alertText" output data child is displayed in browser alert window.
* inputPropertyChange:
Bindings: inputComponentlD, inputPropertyName, inputProperty Value
Behavior: The input protocol component id'd by inputComponentlD has its input-
PropertyName property or style set to the inputProperty Value output data child.
* processCommand:
Bindings: command, args
Behavior: Cause the Web Machines environment's global command processor to pro-
cess the command specified by the command output data child with the argument
specified by the args output data child.
* rerunMachine:
Bindings: none
Behavior: If Machine output data is anything but an empty "data.1" document, re-
execute the Machine.
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